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Researchers
study creativity
in jazz players
Brain waves may be
the key to analyzing
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donated the largest gift ttie ' Jginrty lias evjyoo" ""

musicians | Page S

jnewconyocation center

Vatican names
new list of sins
Genetic manipulation,
pollution and drugs top
the list of "modern sins"
issued by the Catholic
Church | Page 9

Terrorism scare
shines light on
2008 Olympics
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a Beijing flight sparks
concerns about summer
Olympic security
| Page 9

Be modern in
your discipline
Parents should not
revert to physical acts
of punishment. Instead,
they should try newer
techniques | Page 4

Next year, take
a trip in the U.S.

which will house basketball and volleyball
games, as well as graduation ceremonies
and major guest speakers.
TheUniversity recently received S8 million,
An additional $200,000 of the donation
the largest donation in its 100-year history,
will
go to intercollegiate athletics, and
and wilJ use it to build the new convocation
$100,000 will go toward continued funding
center.
of the Kermit and Mary Lu Stroh endowed
On March 1, the University announced it
scholarship.
had received the donation from husband
The Strohs' gift is the largest in the
and wife Kermit and Mary Lu Stroh, two
University's history, and administrators held
long-time supporters of the University.
a formal ceremony on March 1 to thank the
The convocation center, which will be
couple.
named the Stroh Convocation Center, will
"The BCSU community will remember
be a 5,000-seat arena on the east side of
this gift even more than the facility itself,"
campus. The project is estimated to cost a
said Marcia Latta, the senior associate vice
total of $36 million and is expected to be
president for University advancement.
completed by 2012.
A $7.7 million portion of the donation will "IThis] is much less about a facility, but
See DONATION \ Page
fund the construction of the Stroh Center,
By Tim Sampson
City Editor
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Before you book your
spring break for 2009.
consider all the great
options available right
in the U.S. | Page 4

University to test
campus alert systems

Falcons soar to
theCCHA
quarterfinals
The Falcon leers face

By K.-llv Day
Campus Editor

off against the rival
Miami Redhawks after

By Gin.i Potthoff

besting Lake Superior

As most Students were leaving
campus for Spring Break, the
Board of Trustees met Friday,
Feb. 29 for their third meeting

Assistant Campus Editor

this past weekend
[lie Universitj is planning a
test HI emergency communication methods tomorrow al
10:30 a.m.
Students will be notified
of the test through campus update e-mails, PA sys
terns in some buildings, the

| Page 16

University's home page and
texts from the Alert BG texi
messaging system.
A new method of notifying students by changing the
background of all PCs in campus computer labs will also
be used.
The purpose of the test is to
showwhat gaps need to be filled
in the University's communication system, said Executive Vice
President Linda Dohb, who
spearheaded the test planning.
The University crisis committeewill send out surveys following the test to gel feedback
from students and faculty on
how effective and timely the
lest was.
According to Dobb. about
4,000 students are signed up for
Alert BG text messaging, and
the test gives them a chance to
see how it actually works.
The test is meant to improve
communication on campus
and to see how many people
hear about the lest.
"Somebody will not know."
said Michael Ginsburg. interim
associate dean of students.
The test was planned even
before the incident at Northern
Illinois happened, be said, but
they had to reschedule.

What movie has had
the greatest impact on
your life, and why?

'»*
ETHAN GRISSETT.
Junior. Psychology
"Harold and Kumar go
to White Castle.' It has

I

comedic value in it; it's
a classic." | Page 4

of the school year, Some of the
main resolutions and issues
discussed at the meeting were:
Increase in Meal Plan Rates

"This is not an optional
exercise on campus Bit) more,"
said Dobb, referring to the
shootings at Virginia Tech and
Northern Illinois.
The University's emergency
communication system, which
is supposed to notifv students
of bad weather delays or closings, fires on campus, gas main

breaks, or an active shooter, has
never been used on the main
campus, though Firelands
campus has used the system
twice this year because of bad
weather, (iinsburg said.
Because Of northwest Ohio's
unpredictable climate. Dobb estimated the University would tesi
its system once or twice a year.
lames VViegand, director
of public safety, wanted to
remind students the Universitj
is doing everything it can to
ensure their safety.
"We can't reiterate it too
often," he said.
Students can still sign up for
Alert IK! text messages by following the instructions on the
University home page li nk.

Check out the
TODAY

2008 Mac

Partly Cloudy
High: 39, Low: 28

Tournament
Preview starting

j

Meal plan rates, residence hall
fees to see increase next fall

TOMORROW

on Page 11!

Partly Cloudy
High: 41. Low: 31

I be
Universitj
hasn't
increased meal plan rales sig
nificantly for ovei two years
to show their support for the
State's goal lu make college
more affordable.
But at the latest Board of
Trustees Meeting Feb. 29,
Chief of Staff Sheri Stoll said
next year's meal plan rates will
Increase 4.73 percent,
lliis year, a bronze meal plan
costs SI..CM per semester. With the
increase, next year the same plan
will cosi SI, im. .in increase of Stil.

"[We] attempt to keep
BGSU in the middle
of the pack in
total cost perspective."
Sheri Stoll | Chief of
Stoll said an increase in lnnil
(trices is partly responsible for the
increase. The U.S. Department of
Agricultiireliaspredicleda-lto 1.5
percent inflation, according to a

Marketing and Communications
press release.
The fee will also help fund
renovations to University dining facilities.
Residence Hall Fee Changes
The University will also
increase some residence hall
Ices tor the 2009-10 school year.

in 2008 costs $2,008. For the
2009 si I HI. il yeai ii with cost
lu, an increaseoi SI02 per
semester,
But students will have to pay
less for rooms in the Founders
resilience hall. Im example.
S:M

a Founders Double Suite will
COSI $160less pel semeslcl llrM
school year, going from
to $2,600.
A 2.83
percent
average
increase in resilience hall fees
was approved In the Board.
Stoll said the total nisi of
attending the Universitj is
in the middle range nt other

schools in Ohio.
We attempt to keep BGSU
in the middle of the pack in total
cost perspective, she said.
Vice President ol Studem
Affairs i dward Whipple said the
Resident Student \ssociadon

while others will decrease
A standard double room

TRUSTEES

Students may walk to the rhyming
and the chiming of the bells again
By Kti'.tcM Vaias
Repc ter
Telling time on campus may
be synonymous with chiming

bells for students next year.
Though lew siudents are likely awareof it, there is a hell tower
in the courtyard between (he
Business Administration and
Education buildings. Total least
three years, it's been silent.
By August, the bell tower
— which contains three clocks
and artificial electronic bells
— could be ticking and ringing.
Alter receiving reports from
alumni, faculty members, staff
and students that t he hell wasn't
ringing. Associate Vice President
for Finance and Administration
Brian Benner got an estimate
for the tower's renovation.
According to Benner. the
report claimed that both "the
clock mechanisms and t he electronics were completely worn
out." In order to repair the old
gadgetry. $29,000 would be

"I think it's an
awesome idea, and
it will work to get
this resolved."
Jarell Potts I Senator
needed to fix both the clocks
and the bell tower.
Due to the lack of funding
from the University, Benner said
the renovation couldn't begin
because of exorbitant costs.
As a result, Benner sought the
help of the College of Musical
Arts and asked them to find a
more cost-effective way to fund
the renovation.
"About a weekend a half ago.
I got a response back saying
that chimes could be record
ed and supported for around
54,000 to $5,000," Benner said.
"It would work like a regular
clock — at one o'clock, one
chime would go off and at

tWO O'clock tWO chimes would
sound and so on."
In ordei III raise the monej
needed tO fund the rchiMallation ol the bells. Benner
suggested
Undergraduate
student Government work
with him in ordei to send out
letters to potential donors,
especially alumni.
"Alumni will respond better
if the letters come from you,"
he said.
Senator larell Potts, who is in
full support of the renovation.
said he hopes in make progress
by asking former students for
donations.
"I think it's an awesome
idea, and ii will work to get this
resolved," Potts said. I think a
lot of alumni will be enthusiastic and respond to this."
Bennei s hope is that if the
$14,000 needed to fix the dock
can be donated, the University
will pick up the $4,000 or $5,000
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Gree
Greek Affairs congratulates the following Chapt
achieving excellence in pursuit of the Core Values of Scholarship, Leadership,
Service and Brotherhood/Sisterhood at the 2007 Greek Affairs Awards Program!

CHAPTER AWARDS
.CADEMIC

E

COMMUNITY
SERVICE AWAR

ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
CHAPTERS WHO ACHIEVBD A GPA VBOVI HIE

\I IN SI

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Sigma Lambda Gamma Service Sorority, Inc. Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Kappa Delta Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Delta Gamma Sorority
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Alpha Phi Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha Service Sorority
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority
Delta Zeta Sorority
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha Service Sorority
Delta Chi Fraternity
MENT
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
Phi Mu Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Kappa Delta Sorority
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Chi Omega Sorority
u7* i acM wi
Delta Gamma Sorority
RETENTION
Sigma Kappa Sorority

Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
Alpha Phi Omega service Fraternity
Delta Chi Fraternity
Sigma Lambda Beta Fraternity, Inc.
Delta Lambda Phi Fraternity
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Kappa Delta Sorority
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha service Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Delta Zeta Sorority
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Phi Mu Sorority
Alpha Phi Sorority
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Sigma Nu Fraternity

EXCELLENCE AWARD
-

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Kappa Sigma Fraternity
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Alpha Phi Sorority
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc
Delta Chi fraternity
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Delta Gamma Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha service Sorority
Chi Omega Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

.

Alpha Phi Omega service Fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Phi Mu Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Alpha Phi Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Kappa Delta Sorority
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority
Delta'Chi Fraternity
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Alpha Omicron Pi

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
Outstanding IK. Advisor
Dave Crooks, Alpha Tau Omega

Outstanding NPHC New Member Award
Ashley Douglas. Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

Outstanding Panhellenlc Greek
Erica Kisseberth, Alpha Omicron Pi

Diane Kemmer Outstanding Panhellenlc Advisor
Nicole Hoefle, Alpha Omicron Pi

Outstanding GIB New Member Award
Samantha Wilcox, Alpha Phi Omega
Thomas D. Hayn Outstanding IFC Chapter President
Frank Mancuso, Sigma Nu
Outstanding Panhellenlc Chapter President
Emily Santoni, Alpha Phi

Outstanding Panhellenlc New Member Award
laimie Cramer, Kappa Kappa Gamma

Outstanding NPHC Advisor
Robin Stone, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Outstanding GIB Advisor
lolene Eslerline, Alpha Phi Omega
Florence Currier Award
Sarah Porter, Phi Mu
Werner Book Scholarship
Jaimie Cramer, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Mitch Weltzman Memorial Award
Shane Lewis, Delta Chi
Steven R. Hanna and Kevin L. Ross Memorial Award
Gary Washington, Sigma Lambda Beta

Dr. Ron Binder Outstanding NPHC
Chapter President Award
Ashley Taylor, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Outstanding GIB Chapter President
Laura Saldana, Sigma Lambda Gamma
Outstanding IFC Greek
Travis Rose, Alpha Sigma Phi

Joseph M. Flrment Outstanding IFC
New Member Award
Jake Hostetler, Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Outstanding GIB Greek
Delia Emerick, Alpha Phi Omega
Timothy F. Smith Award
Emily Porter, Gamma Phi Beta
Anthony Antoine, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
Order of Omega Outstanding Student Award
Glenn McBride, Alpha Sigma Phi
Carli Urcheck, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Outstanding NPHC Greek
Akeela Welch, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.

Greek Core Values
Scholarship • Service • Leadership Brotherhood Sisterhood
V

CAMPUS
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An unsolved murder induces
mourning at U.North Carolina
By Saja Hindi
U WIRE

RALEIGH, N.C. — The Chapel
Hill, N.C, Police Department
is continuing to search for new
leads in identifying the murderer of University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill Student
Body President Eve Carson,
with the UNC-CH Board of
Trustees committing $25,000
for information that could lead
to an arrest.
Chapel Hill police found
Carson's body Wednesday
morning, and UNC-CH administrators alerted students of the
shooting of an unknown person
through e-mails and emergency
text message alerts.
Police then confirmed her
identity Thursday around noon
and arc investigating leads on
the case.
Officers located Carson's car,
a blue 2005 Toyota Highlander,
near North Street at 2 p.m.
Thursday after receiving calls
about it
The Chapel Hill Police
Department is still investigating
the incident and does not have a
suspect or motive, according to
Chief Brian Curran.
After tracking the use of
Carson's credit card, police
obtained photos from an ATM
security camera of a person
using her card who is now a suspect in the case, and released the

photos Saturday
during a press
conference.
"This is our
strongest lead
right now and
we're
hopeful that we'll be
Eve
able to get this
Carson
guy identified,"
UNC Chapel
Curran said.
Hill Student
Police conBody
firmed
the
vehicle, which
President
a black male in
found dead.
his late teens to
early 20s was
driving, as Carson's car.
"At this point, it feels like a
random crime," he said.
Curran said officials have
found the keys to her vehicle but
have not yet found her wallet.
lnapressconferenceThursday
afternoon, Curran said police
had filed a court subpoena for
Carson's cell phone records.
According to the News and
Observer. Chapel Hill police officers think there may have been
another person in the car with
the first suspect.
Carson, a nativeof Athens, Ga.,
was a Morehead-Cain scholar
and a double major in political
science and biology, according
to a release UNC-CH Chancellor
lames Moeser posted on the
university's website.
But people in Chapel Hill are
not the only ones concerned

about the case.
Student leaders across the
UNC System are discussing
ways to commemorate the life
of Carson and assist those who
were close to her.
"The main thing we're doing
now is trying to support the
folks at UNC as needed,"
Student Senate President Greg
Doucette said.
Proposals include creating the "Eve Carson Institute
for Excellence in Student and
Public Leadership" and starting
the "UNC Hope Torch Relay."
Part of the institute's mission
would be to follow what Carson
constantly preached, according to the proposal, "efficiency,
vision, everyone."
The torch relay will have the
different universities' track teams
begin the race at either Western
Carolina, UNC-Wilmington or
Elizabeth State University and
race toward UNC-Chapel Hill,
passing off the torch to different universities along the way.
A Hope-Unity prayer and closing video of Carson's life would
complete the race.
Doucette, a senior in computer science, said student
senators at North Carolina State
University are drafting legislation to discuss commemorating Carson and maybe even
prompting discussion on NCSU
donating money to the UNC-CH
Eve Carson Memorial Fund.

Students take safety precautions
By Christopher Sherman
The Associated Press

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. Texas
— Michigan State senior Paul
Bonenberger avoided temptation during this island's season
for wild spring break partying by
leaving his passport at home.
"I've heard tons of Istuffl
about the border," said
Bonenberger, 21. two beers in
hand and surrounded by hundreds of Midwestern spring
breakers on the beach. "I've
heard it's unsafe. I'm not about
the border anymore, it's not
worth the risk."
Once, most South Padre
spring breakers visited nearby
Matamoros, Mexico, for the
touted "Two Nation Vacation."
But news of gun battles
between soldiers and drug cartels in Mexican border cities this
winter appears to have reached
even the frigid campuses of the
upper Midwest. Tourists have
not been targeted, but students
and tourism officials on both
sides of the border say spring
breakers are keeping their toes
in U.S. sand this year.
The young, tan masses have
not been surveyed lately, but
Dan Quandt, executive director
of the island's convention and
visitors' bureau, said "we have
noticed over the past few years
a decline in the number of students going to Matamoros."
Debra Eassold, who manages

if
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SAFETY FIRST: Spring breakers stay in the country because they (eel unsafe crossing
the border South Padre is where crowds of students gather to have a good time.

a cross-border shuttle service,
said she used to ferry several
hundred spring breakers dairy
and now gets only a few dozen.
She has canceled night trips.
"I've had no reason to schedule them this year," Fassold
said, adding that no one has
even asked for the once-popular excursion.
Those partying on South
Padre Island said they opted to
stay domestic this year not just
because of safety concerns, but
also because of tighter identification requirements for returning to the U.S.
Rachel Padgett, of Austin, has
been coming to South Padre
Island for more than half her
life. It was traditional to go over
to Matamoros for a haircut and

1

to shop for jewelry, but not
this year, said the 21-year-old
Michigan State student.
"Not right now, there's a drug
war," Padgett said.
Students from the University
of Texas and Texas A&M
descend on South Padre this
week, the apex of spring break
on the dune-covered island off
the coast of South Texas.
Matamoros and other border cities in Mexico are now
patrolled by Mexican soldiers
sent to the border to quell drug
cartel violence. Their armored
personnel carriers and machine
guns are far from inviting.
Arturo Morales, tourism promotion director for Matamoros,
said the military is there to protect residents and tourists.

Get Experience!
GET

«

INVOLVED!
APPLY TODAY FOR

STUDENT BUDGET COMMITTEE
Get great budgeting and accounting experience
while working with hundreds of student Organizations.
Applications are available online at
www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved/orgs

All applications ace due March 26
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COLUMBUS — Four generations ago, when Ohio State
University's main library was
being built, plasterer Seth
Lincoln Pymer gave the building's most spectacular room
its pizazz.
Now, 95 years later, Seth
Edward Pymer is revitalizing
that pizazz inch by inch as he
retraces his great-grandfather's
work and restores the Grand
Reference Hall's majesty. While
most of the William Oxley
Thompson Memorial library is
being rebuilt to reflect 21st-century design, the Reference Hall
will look the way it did when
the Italian Renaissance Revival
building opened in 1913.

When the four-year, $100
million renovation is complete,
the hall's ceiling will once again
stretch to 2 1/2 stories, bookcases will line the walls, long
tables and hard-backed chairs
will furnish the room, and
ornate plasterwork will give it
grace and style.
That's where Pymer comes
in. He heads one of a handful of plaster companies left in
Columbus that specialize in decorative work, adding swirls and
whirls to buildings throughout
central Ohio. It's a dying trade.
In the Reference Hall, much of
the decorative plaster on or near
the ceiling was largely intact,
including the dentil molding
and the entablature — large
molding near the ceiling that
resembles Legos.

Scientists analyze new studies of
brain creativity in jazz musicians

For more information on
Student Budget Committee
or other ways to get involved,
please contact us at (419) 372-2343

WASHINGTON — Scientists
inspired by the legendary
improv of Miles Davis and John
Coitrane are peering inside the
brains of today's jazz musicians
to leam where creativity comes
from. Think dreaming.
This isn't just a curiosity for
jazz fans but a bold experiment
in the neuroscience of music, a
field that's booming as researchers realize that music illuminates
how the brain works. 1 low we
play and hear music provides
a window into most everyday
cognitive functions — from
attention to emotion to memory
— that in turn may help find
treatments for brain disorders.
Creativity, though, has long
been deemed too elusive to
measure. Saxophonist-turned
hearing specialist Dr. Charles
limb thought jazz improvisation provided a perfect tool to
do so — by comparing what
happens in trained musicians'

www.newloverentals.com

Get Connected!

MVIMM

By Kathy Lynn Gray
The Columbus Dispatch

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
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Plasterer's great-grandson
updates 0SU library

Newlove Rentals

jjjjc 520 E. Reed ■ $525/month

Cam

chalked all around the Union and is connected with UAO. An announcement about the number wilt be made in the Union at noon today.

The Associated Press

507 E. Merry ■ $575/month

Get Pumped!

RACHEIRADWANSKI
THE FINISH LINE: A chicken and gorfilla race in slow motion ihrough Union. The race was to bring attention to 3648. a number that's been

By Lauran Nacrgaard
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Get Excited!

THE AMAZING RACE AT THE UNION

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events lalen from evenlsbqsu «Ju

8 a.m.
Nationwide Training
Sessions
314 Union

6 - 8 fun
Winding Road
506 Union

7-9pui
Housing Town Hall Meeting
1007 Business Administration Bldg.

8 - 9 p.m.
Tough questions Featuring: Chief Wiegand
114 Business Administration Bldg.

8-10 p.m.
Blown Away: The Wild
World of Weather
112 Physical Sciences Bldg.

$ 525 E. Merry ■ $575/month

Get Active!
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OFFICE OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union | (419) 372-2343
involvedabgsu.edu I www.bgsu.edu/getinvotad

brains when they play by memory and when they riff.
"It's one thing to come up
with a ditty. It's another thing
entirely to come up with a masterpiece, an hourlong idea after
idea," explains Limb, a lohns
Hopkins University otolaryngologist whose ultimate goal is
to help the deaf not only hear
but hear music.
How do you watch a brain on
jazz? Inside an MRI scanner that
measures changes in oxygen use
by different brain regions as they
perform different tasks.
You can't play trumpet or sax
inside the giant magnet that is
an MRI machine. So Limb and
Dr. Allen Braun at the National
Institutes of Health hired a company to make a special plastic
keyboard that would fit inside
the cramped MRI with no metal
to bother the magnet.
Then they put six professional jazz pianists inside to
measure brain activity while
they played straight and when
they improvised.

8 -11 p.m.
UAO Presents Skate
Patricks Day Casino
Spectacular
BGSU Ice Arena

9:15 puii
Greek Leadership Team
Meeting
315 Union

9:30 -11 p.m.
UAO presents "The Mist"
Union Theater

Ammtmnm

1 • Large Two Bedroom Apartments
J • Across from Campus
.w^
i • Tenants Pay Electric Only ***

Thinking of pursuing an
MBA degree after graduation?
MeaiookatLTHE UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO

College of Business Administration.
Why UT? Want to learn more?
The 54,000 square-toot Savage * Associates Complex
will open in tall 2009 offering the latest in educational
technology and efficiency. UT's MBA can be
earned in as little as one calendar year.
We offer Corporate and Traditional Graduate
Assistantships for full-time students.
The Ed Schmidt School of Professional Sales was the
first program to offer a professional sales degree
and touts a 100% )ob placement rate.
Recent employers who have hired UT MBA graduates
include Calphalon, Chyrsler, Dana Corporation,
DTE Energy, Ernst and Young, QM Powertrain,
Key Bank, Heartland Information Syntems,
Hickory Farms, National City Bank,
Owens Corning, Owens Illinois
and Pltkington.

Join us far an open house

Tuesday
March 11,2008
4-6 P.M.
Stranahan Hall
The University of Toledo
$
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rreeK Aitairs congratulates tne following unaj
achieving excellence in pursuit of the Core Values of Scholarship, Leadership,
Service and Brotherhood/Sisterhood at the 2007 Greek Affairs Awards Program!

CHAPTER AWARDS
EVEMENTIN

A

JQL jSA MO

EPUS INVOLVEMENT COMMUNITY
ERVICE AWARD

ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
( II MM I RSVt HO M mi VEDA GPA Miov I I III.

+ HOURS Ol COMMUNITY S1RV1CI PER
■"111 II IN 2007

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Sigma Lambda Gamma Service Sorority, Inc. Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Kappa Delta Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Delta Gamma Sorority
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Alpha Phi Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha Service Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Delta Zeta Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha Service Sorority
Delta Chi Fraternity
MENT
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
BRONZE AC
Phi Mu Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Kappa Delta Sorority
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Chi Omega Sorority
"ISfl
Mm
Delta Gamma Sorority
RETENTION
Sigma Kappa Sorority

•Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
Alpha Phi Omega service Fraternity
Delta Chi Fraternity
Sigma Lambda Beta Fraternity, Inc.
Delta Lambda Phi Fraternity
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Kappa Delta Sorority
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha service Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Delta Zeta Sorority
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Phi Mu Sorority
Alpha Phi Sorority
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Sigma Nu Fraternity

EXCELLENCE AWARD
LINJ DAI LEAS1 75% Ol

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Kappa Sigma Fraternity
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Alpha Phi Sorority
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc
Delta Chi fraternity
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Delta Gamma Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha service Sorority
Chi Omega Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
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Alpha Phi Omega service Fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Phi Mu Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Alpha Phi Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Kappa Delta Sorority
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority
Delta Chi Fraternity
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity

OLD ACHIEVEMENT
>ha Omicron Pi

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
Outstanding IFC Advisor
Dave Crooks, Alpha Tau Omega

Outstanding NPHC New Member Award
Ashley Douglas, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

Diane Kemmer Outstanding Panhellenlc Advisor
Nicole Hoefle, Alpha Omicron Pi

Outstanding GIB New Member Award
Samantha Wilcox, Alpha Phi Omega
Thomas D. Hayn Outstanding IFC Chapter President
Frank Mancuso, Sigma Nu

Outstanding NPHC Advisor
Robin Stone, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Outstanding GIB Advisor
lolene Esterline, Alpha Phi Omega

Outstanding Panhellenlc Chapter President
Emily Santoni, Alpha Phi
Dr. Ron Binder Outstanding NPHC
Chapter President Award
Ashley Taylor, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Florence Currier Award
Sarah Porter, Phi Mu
Werner Book Scholarship
laimie Cramer, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Mitch Weltzman Memorial Award
Shane Lewis, Delta Chi
Steven R. Hanna and Kevin L. Ross Memorial Award
Gary Washington, Sigma Lambda Beta

Outstanding GIB Chapter President
Laura Saidana, Sigma Lambda Gamma
Outstanding IFC Greek
Travis Rose, Alpha Sigma Phi

Ouislanding Panhellenlc Greek
Erica Kisseberth, Alpha Omicron Pi
Joseph M. Firmeni Outstanding IFC
New Member Award
lake Hosteller, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Outstanding Panhelknic New Member Award
laimie Cramer, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Outstanding GIB Greek
ii, ■ Alpha Phi Omega
111 no thy F. Smith Award
Emily Porter, Gam m. Phi iieta
Anthony Antotae, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
Order of Omega Outstanding Student Award
( .L'PII McBride, Alpha Sigma Phi
Carli Uv< In-; k, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Outstanding NPHC Greek
AkeelaWei< h.Drhn Sigma Theta Sorority Inc
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An unsolved murder induces
mourning at U.North Carolina
By S.J.Hindi

photos Saturday
during a press
conference.
RAI£IGH, N.C. — The Chapel
"This is our
Hill, N.C, Police Department
strongest lead
is continuing to search for new
right now and
leads in identifying the murwe're
hopederer of University of North Eve
ful that we'll be
Carolina at Chapel Hill Student Carson
able to get this
Body President Eve Carson, UNC Chapel guy identified,"
with the UNC-CH Board of
Curran said.
Trustees committing $25,000 Hill Student
Police conBody
for information that could lead
firmed
the
to an arrest.
vehicle, which
President
a black male in
Chapel Hill police found found dead.
Carson's body Wednesday
his late teens to
morning, and UNC-CH adminearly 20s was
istrators alerted students of the driving, as Carson's car.
shooting of an unknown person
"At this point, it feels like a
through e-mails and emergency random crime," he said.
text message alerts.
Curran said officials have
Police then confirmed her found the keys to her vehicle but
identity Thursday around noon have not yet found her wallet.
In a press conferenceThursday
and are investigating leads on
the case.
afternoon, Curran said police
Officers located Carson's car, had filed a court subpoena for
a blue 2005 Toyota Highlander, Carson's cell phone records.
According to the News and
near North Street at 2 p.m.
Thursday after receiving calls Observer, Chapel Hill police offiabout it.
cers think there may have been
The Chapel Hill Police' another person in the car with
Department is still investigating the first suspect.
the incident and does not have a
Carson, a native of Athens, Ga.,
suspect or motive, according to was a Morehead-Cain scholar
Chief Brian Curran.
and a double major in political
After tracking the use of science and biology, according
Carson's credit card, police to a release UNC-CH Chancellor
obtained photos from an ATM lames Moeser posted on the
security camera of a person university's website.
using her card who is now a susBut people in Chapel Hill are
pect in the case, and released the not the only ones concerned
U-WIRE

about the case.
Student leaders across the
UNC System are discussing
ways to commemorate the life
of Carson and assist those who
were close to her.
"The main thing we're doing
now is trying to support the
folks at UNC as needed,"
Student Senate President Greg
Doucette said.
Proposals include creating the "Eve Carson Institute
for Excellence in Student and
Public Leadership" and starting
the "UNC Hope Torch Relay."
Part of the institute's mission
would be to follow, what Carson
constantly preached, according to the proposal, "efficiency,
vision, everyone."
The torch relay will have the
different universities' track teams
begin the race at either Western
Carolina, UNC-Wilmington or
Elizabeth State University and
race toward UNC-Chapel Hill,
passing off the torch to different universities along the way.
A Hope-Unity prayer and closing video of Carson's life would
complete the race.
Doucette, a senior in computer science, said student
senators at North Carolina State
University are drafting legislation to discuss commemorating Carson and maybe even
prompting discussion on NCSU
donating money to the UNC-CH
Eve Carson Memorial Fund.

Students take safety precautions
By Christopher Sherman
The Associated Press

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND, Texas
— Michigan State senior Paul
Bonenberger avoided. temptation during this island's season
for wild spring break partying by
leaving his passport at home.
"I've heard tons of |stuff]
about the border," said
Bonenberger, 21, two beers in
hand and surrounded by hundreds of Midwestern spring
breakers on the beach. "I've
heard it's unsafe. I'm not about
the border anymore, it's not
worth the risk."
Once, most South Padre
spring breakers visited nearby
Matamoros, Mexico, for the
touted "Two Nation Vacation."
But news of gun battles
between soldiers and drug cartels in Mexican border cities this
winter appears to have reached
even the frigid campuses of the
upper Midwest. Tourists have
not been targeted, but students
and tourism officials on both
sides of the border say spring
breakers are keeping their toes
in U.S. sand this year.
The young, tan masses have
not been surveyed lately, but
Dan Quandt, executive director
of the island's convention and
visitors' bureau, said "we have
noticed over the past few years
a decline in the number of students going to Matamoros."
Debra Fassold, who manages

Get Excited!
Get Pumped!

GAM HfRNANMZ ' AP PHOTO
SAFETY FIRST: Spring breakers stay in the country because they feel unsafe crossing
the bolder. South Padre is where crowds of students gather to have a good time.

a cross-border shuttle service,
said she used to ferry several
hundred spring breakers dairy
and now gets only a few dozen.
She has canceled night trips.
"I've had no reason to schedule them this year," Fassold
said, adding that no one has
even asked for the once-popular excursion.
Those parrying on South
Padre Island said they opted to
stay domestic this year not just
because of safety concerns, but
also because of tighter identification requirements for returning to the U.S.
Rachel Padgett, of Austin, has
been coming to South Padre
Island for more than half her
life. It was traditional to go over
to Matamoros for a haircut and

to shop for jewelry, but not
this year, said the 21-year-old
Michigan State student.
"Not right now, there's a drug
war," Padgett said.
Students from the University
of Texas and Texas A&M
descend on South Padre this
week, the apex of spring break
on the dune-covered island off
the coast of South Texas.
Matamoros and other border cities in Mexico are now
patrolled by Mexican soldiers
sent to the border to quell drug
cartel violence. Their armored
personnel carriers and machine
guns are far from inviting.
Arturo Morales, tourism promotion director for Matamoros,
said the military is there to protect residents and tourists.

By Kathy Lynn Gray
The Columbus Dispatch

COLUMBUS — Four generations ago, when Ohio State
University's main library was
being built, plasterer Seth
Lincoln Pymer gave the building's most spectacular room
its pizazz.
Now, 95 years later, Seth
Edward Pymer is revitalizing
that pizazz inch by inch as he
retraces his great-grandfather's
work and restores the Grand
Reference Hall's majesty. While
most of the William Oxley
Thompson Memorial Library is
being rebuilt to reflect 21st-century design, the Reference Hall
will look the way it did when
the Italian Renaissance Revival
building opened in 1913.

WASHINGTON — Scientists
inspired by the legendary
improv of Miles Davis and John
Coltrane are peering inside the
brains of today's jazz musicians
to learn where creativity comes
from. Think dreaming.
This isn't just a curiosity for
jazz fans but a bold experiment
in the neuroscience of music, a
field that's booming as researchers realize that music illuminates
how the brain works. How we
play and hear music provides
a window Into most everyday
cognitive functions — from
attention to emotion to memory
— that in turn may help find
treatments for brain disorders.
Creativity, though, has long
been deemed too elusive to
measure. Saxophonist-turnedhearing specialist Dr. Charles
Limb thought jazz improvisation provided a perfect tool to
do so — by comparing what
happens in trained musicians'
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Plasterers great-grandson
updates 0SU library
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chalked all around the Union and is connected with UAO. An announcement about the number will be made in the Union at noon today.

By Lauran Naargaard
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THE FINISH LIKE: A chicken and gofnHa race in slow motion ihrough Union. The race was to bring attention to 5648. a number that's been

When the four-year, $100
million renovation is complete,
the hall's ceiling will once again
stretch to 2 1/2 stories, bookcases will line the walls, long
tables and hard-backed chairs
will furnish the room, and
ornate plasterwork will give it
grace and style.
That's where Pymer comes
in. He heads one of a handful of plaster companies left in
Columbus that specialize in decorative work, adding swirls and
whirls to buildings throughout
central Ohio. It's a dying trade.
In the Reference Hall, much of
the decorative plaster on or near
the ceiling was largely intact,
including the dentil molding
and the entablature — large
molding near the ceiling that
resembles Legos.

Scientists analyze new studies of
brain creativity in jazz musicians
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8 a.m. - 5 p.m
Nationwide Training
Sessions
314 Union

6 - 8 pm
Winding Road
306 Union

7 - 9 p.m.
Housing Town Hall Meeting
1007 Business Administration Bldg.

8-9p.m.
Tough questions Featuring: Chief Wiegand
114 Business Administration Bldg.
8-10 p.m.
Blown Away: The Wild
World of Weather
112 Physical Sciences Bldg.
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brains when they play by memory and when they riff.
"It's one thing to come up
with a ditty. It's another thing
entirely to come up with a masterpiece, an hourlong idea after
idea," explains Limb, a lohns
Hopkins University otolaryngologist whose ultimate goal is
to help the deaf not only hear
but hear music.
How do you watch a brain on
jazz? Inside an MRI scanner that
measures changes in oxygen use
by different brain regions as they
perform different tasks.
You can't play trumpet or sax
inside the giant magnet that is
an MRI machine. So Limb and
Dr. Allen Braun at the National
Institutes of Health hired a company to make a special plastic
keyboard that would fit inside
the cramped MRI with no metal
to bother the magnet
Then they put six professional jazz pianists inside to
measure brain activity while
they played straight and when
they improvised.

8-11pm.
UAO Presents Skate
Patricks Day Casino
Spectacular
BGSU Ice Arena

9:15 pm
Greek Leadership Team
Meeting
315 Union

9:30-11 pm.
UAO presents "The Mist"
Union Theater
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Thinking of pursuing an
MBA degree after graduation?
Take a look at L THE UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO

College of Business Administration.
Why UT? Want to learn more?
The 54,000 square-toot Savage & Associates Complex
will open in fall 2009 offering the latest in educational
technology and efficiency. UT's MBA can be
earned in as little as one calendar year.
We offer Corporate and Traditional Graduate
Assistantships for full-time students.
The Ed Schmidt School of Professional Sales was the
first program to offer a professional sates degree
and touts a 100% )ob placement rate.
Recent employers who have hired UT MBA graduates
include Calphalon, Chyrsler. Dana Corporation,
DTE Energy, Ernst and Young, GM Powertraln,
Key Bank, Heartland Information Systems,
Hickory Farms, National City Bank,
Owens Comma, Owons Illinois
and PHkmgton.
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The University of Toledo
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GreekBGSU
Greek Affairs congratulates the following Chapters and Individuals for
achieving excellence in pursuit of the Core Values of Scholarship, Leadership,
Service and Brotherhood/Sisterhood at the 2007 Greek Affairs Awards Program!
CHAPTER AWARDS
DEMIC
HIEVE1
Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
Alpha Phi Omega service Fraternity
Delta Chi Fraternity
Sigma Lambda Beta Fraternity, Inc.
Delta Lambda Phi Fraternity
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Kappa Delta Sorority
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha service Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Delta Zeta Sorority
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Phi Mu Sorority
Alpha Phi Sorority
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Sigma Nu Fraternity

Alpha Phi Omega service Fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Phi Mu Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity

AWARD

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Sigma Lambda Gamma Service Sorority, Inc. Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Kappa Delta Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Delta Gamma Sorority
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Alpha Phi Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha Service Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Delta Zeta Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha Service Sorority
Delta Chi Fraternity
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
Phi Mu Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Kappa Delta Sorority
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Chi Omega Sorority
Delta Gamma Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Kappa Sigma Fraternity
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Alpha Phi Sorority
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc
Delta Chi fraternity
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Delta Gamma Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha service Sorority
Chi Omega Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
Alpha Phi Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Kappa Delta Sorority
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority
Delta Chi Fraternity
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Alpha Omicron Pi

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
Outstanding IFC Advisor
Dave Crooks, Alpha Tau Omega
Diane Kemmer Outstanding Panhellenic Advisor
Nicole I loelle, Alpha Omicron Pi
Outstanding NPHC Advisor
Robin Stone, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, inc.
Outstanding GIB Advisor
lolcne F.stcrline, Alpha Phi Omega
Florence Currier Award
Sarah Porter, Phi Mu

Outstanding NPHC New Member Award
Ashley Douglas, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

Outstanding Panhellenic Greek
Erica Kisseberth, Alpha Omicron Pi

Outstanding GIB New Member Award
s.i ni,11u ha Wilcox, Alpha Phi Omega

Joseph M. Firment Outstanding IFC
New Member Award
lake Hostetler, Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Thomas D. I lay n Outstanding IFC Chapter President
Frank Mancuso, Sigma Nu
Outstanding Panhellenic Chapter President
Emily Santoni, Alpha Phi
Dr. Ron Binder Outstanding NPHC
Chapter President Award
Ashley Taylor, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Werner Book Scholarship
laimie Cramer, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Mitch Weitzman Memorial Award
Shane Lewis, Delta Chi
Steven R. Manna and Kevin I.. Ross Memorial Award
Gary Washington, Sigma Lambda Beta

Outstanding GIB Chapter President
Laura Saldana, Sigma Lambda Gamma
Outstanding IFC Greek
Travis Rose, Alpha Sigma Phi

Outstanding Panhellenic New Member Award
Jaimie Cramer, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Outstanding GIB Greek
Delia Emerick, Alpha Phi Omega
Timothy F. Smith Award
Emily Porter, Gamma Phi Beta
Anthony Antoine, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
Order of Omega Outstanding Student Award
Glenn Mc Bride, Alpha Sigma Phi
Carli Urcheck, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Outstanding NPHC Greek
Akeela Welch, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.

Greek Core Values
Scholarship • Service • Leadership • Brotherhood Sisterhood
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mourning at U.North Carolina
By Saja Hindi
U WIRE
RALEIGH. N.C. — The Chapel
Hill, N.c, Police Department
is continuing to search lor new
leads in Identifying the murderer of University of North
Carolina at Chapel ilill Student
"Body President live Carson,
with the IJNC-CII Board ol
Trustees committing $25,000
for information that could lead
to an arrest.
Chapel Hill police found
Carson's
body
Wednesday
morning, and UNC-CH admin
istrators alerted students of the
shooting of an unknown person
through e-mails and emergency
text message alerts.
Police then confirmed her
identity Thursday around noon
and are investigating leads on
the case.
Officers located Carson's car.
a blue 2005 Toyota Highlander,
near North Street at 2 p.m.
Thursday after receiving calls
about it.
The Chapel
Ilill
Police
Department is siill inu'viigating

the incident and does no) have a
suspect or motive, according to

Chief Brian Curran.
Alter tracking the use of
Carson's credit card, police
obtained photos from an AIM
security camera ol a person
using her card who is now a SUSped in the case, and released the

photos Saturday
during a press
conference.
"Ibis is our
strongest lead
right now and
we're
hopeEve
ful that we'll be
able to get this
Carson
guy identified,"
UNC Chapel
Curran said.
Hill Student
Police conBody
finned
the
vehicle, which
President
a black male in
found dead.
his late teens to
early 20s was
driving, as(lai son's car.
"At this point, it feels like a
random crime," he said.
Curran said officials have
found the keys lo her vehicle but
have not yet found her wallet.
InapressconferenceThursday
afternoon, Curran said police
had filed a court subpoena for
Qirsnn's cell phone records.
According to the News and
Observer, Chapel 1 lill police officers think there may have been
another person in the car with
the first suspect.
('.arson, a native of Athens. (la.,
was a Morehead-Cain scholar
and a double major in political
science and biology, according

to a release UN( CH Chancellor
lames Moescr posted on the
university's website.
But people in Chapel Ilill are
not the onlv ones concerned

about the case.
Student leaders across the
UNC System are discussing
ways to commemorate the life
of Carson and assist those who
were close to her.
"The main thing we're doing
now is trying lo support the
folks at UNC as needed,"
Student Senate President Greg
Doucette said.
Proposals
include creating the "Eve Carson Institute
for Excellence in Student and
Public leadership" and starting
the "UNC Hope Torch Relay."
Part of the institute's mission
would be to follow what Carson
constantly preached, according to the proposal, "efficiency,
vision, everyone."
Hie torch relay will have the
different universities' track teams
begin the race at either Western
Carolina, UNC-Wilmington or
Elizabeth State University and
race toward UNC-ChapeJ Hill,
passing off the torch to different universities along the way.
A Hope-Unity prayer and dosing video of Carson's life would

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND, Texas
— Michigan Stale senior Paul
Bonenberger avoided temptation during this island's season
for wild spring break partying by
leaving his passport at home.
"I've heard ions of [stuffI
about
the
border."
said
Bonenberger, 21, two beers in
hand anil surrounded by hundreds of Midwestern spring
breakers on the beach. "I've
heard it's unsafe I'm not about
the border anymore, it's not
worth the risk."
Once, most South Padre
spring breakers visited nearby
Matamoros. Mexico, for the
touted" Iwo Nation Vacation.''
But news of gun battles
between soldiers and drug car
tels in Mexican border cities this
winter appears to have reached
even the frigid campuses of the
tipper Midwest. Tourists have
not been targeled. bill Students
and tourism officials on both
sides o| the bolder say spring
breakers are keeping their loes
in U.S. sand this year.
The young, tan masses have
not been surveyed lately, but
Dan Quandi. executive directoi
of the island's convention and
visitors' bureau, said "we have
noticed over the pasi few years
a decline in the number ol students going to Matamoros.

Debra I assold. who manages

Doucette. a senior in computer science, said student
senators at North Carolina State
University are drafting legislation lo discuss commemorating Carson and maybe even
prompting discussion on NCSU
donating money to the IINC-CII
Eve Carson Memorial Fund.
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CASE HERNANDEZ

SAFETY FIRST: Spring breakers Slay in the country because they feel unsafe crossing
i rowds of students gather to have a good lime

a cross-border shuttle service,
said she used lo ferry several
hundred spring breakers daily
and now gets only a few do/en.

She has canceled night trips.
"I've had no reason lo schedule them this year." Fassold
said, adding thai no one has
even asked for the nnce-populai excursion.
Those partying on South
Padre Island said they opted to
sl.iv domestic this year not just
because of safely concerns, but
also because of lighter identification requirements lor returning to the U.S.

Rachel Padgett, of Austin, has
been coming to South Padre
Island for more than half her
life. It was traditional to go over
to Matamoros for a haircut and

to shop for jewelry, but not
this year, said the 21 year-old
Michigan State student.
"Not right now, there's a drug
war. Padgelt said.
Students from the University
of Texas and Texas A&M
descend on South Padre Ibis
week, the apex of spring break
on the dune-covered island off
the coast of South Texas
Matamoros and other border cities in Mexico are now
patrolled by Mexican soldiers
sen) lo the border to quell drug
cartel violence. Their armored
personnel carriers and machine
guns are far from inviting.
Arturo Morales, tourism promotion director for Matamoros,
said the military is there to protect residents and tourists.
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attention to emotion to memory
— that in turn may help find
treatments for brain disorders.
Creativity, though, has long
been deemed too elusive to
measure. Saxophonist-tumedhearing specialist Dr. Charles
Limb thought jazz improvisation provided a perfect tool to
do so — by comparing what
happens in trained musicians'
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WASHINGTON Scieniisis
inspired by ihe legendary
improv of Miles Davis and John
Coltrane are peering inside the
brains of todays jazz musicians
to learn where creativity comes
from. Think dreaming.
This isn't just a curiosity for
jazz fans bm a bold experiment
in the neuroscience of music, a
field that's booming as research
ers realize thai music illuminates
how the brain works, (low we
play and hear music provides
a window into most everyday
cognitive functions — from
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most of the William Oxley
Thompson Memorial Libran is
being rebuilt lo refleci 21st-century design, the Reference Hall
will look the way it did when
the Italian Renaissance Revival
building opened in 1913.
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COLUMBUS — Four generations ago, when Ohio State
University's main library was
being built, plasterer Seth
Lincoln Pymer gave the building's most spectacular room
its pi/a//.
Now, 95 years later. Seth
Edward Pymer is revitalizing
dial pizazz inch by inch as hi'
retraces his great-grandfathers
work and restores the Grand

By L.lill ,,n Ncprq.i.if d
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By Kathy Lynn Gray
The Columbus Dispatch

When the four-year, S100
million renovation is complete,
the halls ceiling will once again
stretch to 2 1/2 stories, bookcases will line the walls, long
tables and hard-backed chails
will furnish Ihe room, and
ornate plasterwork will give it
grace and style.
That's where Pymer comes
in. He heads one ol a handful of plaster companies left in
Columbus thai specialize in decorative work, adding swirls and
whirls lo buildings throughout
central ()hio. It's a dying trade.
In the Reference I lull, much of
■lie decorative plaster on or near
the ceiling was largely intact,
Including the dentil molding
and the entablature - large
molding near the ceiling thai
resembles Legos.

Scientists analyze new studies of
brain creativity in jazz musicians
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Students take safety precautions
By Christopher Sherman
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chalked all around the Union and is connected with UAO An announcemenl about ihe number will be made in the Urn

\

OFFICE OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union | (419) 372-2343
involvedabgsu.edu | www.bgsu.edu/getinvolyd

brains when they play by mem
ory and when they rill'.
Tls one thing to come up
with a ditty. It's another tiling
entirely to come up with a mas
lerpiece. an hourlong idea alter
idea." explains Limb, a lohns
I lopkins University otolaryngologist whose ultimate goal is
to help the deal not onlv hear
but hear music
1 low do you watch a brain on
jazz? Inside an MRI scannei that

measures changes in oxygen use

UAO Presents Skate
Patricks Day Casino
Spectacular
BGSU Ice Arena

Greek Leadership Team
Meeting
515 Union

UAO presents "The Mist"
Union Theater

by different brain regions as ihev
perform different tasks.
You can't play trumpet or sa\
inside the giant magnet that is
an MRI machine. So limb and
Dr. Allen Bratin at the National
Institutes of I lealth hired a company to make a special plastic
keyboard that would fit inside
(he cramped MRI with no metal
to bother the magnet.
Then they put six proles
sional jazz pianists inside m
measure brain activity while
they played straight and when
they improvised.

• Large Two Bedroom Apartments
• Across from Campus
^
Tenants Pay Electric Only ***

Thinking of pursuing an
MBA degree after graduation?
auLTHE UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO
College of Business Administration.
Why UT? Want to learn more?
The 54.000 square-foot Savage & Associates Complex
will open in fall 2009 offering the latest in educational
technology and efiiciency. UT's MBA can be
earned in as little as one calendar year.
We offer Corporate and Traditional Graduate
Assistantships for full-time students.
The Ed Schmidt School of Professional Sales was the
first program to offer a professional sales degree
and touts a 100% job placement rate.
Recent employers who have hired UT MBA graduates
include Calphalon, Chyrsler, Dana Corporation,
DTE Energy, Ernst and Young, GM Powertrain,
Key Bank, Heartland Information Systems,
Hickory Farms, National City Bank,
Owens Corning, Owens Illinois
and Pilkington.

£

Tuesday
March 11,2008
4-6 P.M.
Stranahan Hall
The University of Toledo
^
l
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"[We] attempt to keep BGSU in the middle of the pack in total cost perspective,"
-Sherri Stoll. chief of staff on the latest Board of Trustees meeting. [see story pg.l]

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

What movie has had the greatest impact on your life, and why?
" Stepmom.' I can
relate to it. it's a lot
like my life."

" 'Roots. It taught me
about my heritage."

Tuesday. Match 11.2008 4

" A Time to Kill.' It

" Big Fish.' I like the

has a memorable

take it has on the fine

I*

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Samuel L Jackson in

line between reality

Have your own take on

it that I really like."

and fiction."

today's People On The

MARCUS BANKS,
Senior. Computer Science

MEGAN ARMBRUSTER.
Senior,
Early Childhood Education

Street? Or a suggestion for
KATIE RIGSBY,
.Senior.
Early Childhood Education

BRANDON ROGERS,
re. Psychology

a question? Give us your
feedback at bqnews.com.

America
needs a
! thicker skin

Never too early to
plan next year's trip
"Spring isn't always
about finding
summer-like weather
months in advance,
I realized during spring break
that I look forward to it more
than I look forward to summer break. While it's nice
to not have to worry about
school lor a few months, I
seem to spend my summers
working and not heing able to
take off a week to relax.
And let's face it. not having
class ibr a few months is usually relaxing enough, and the
weather is not too shabby in
these parts. While winter and
tall break arc usually spent
with the family, spring is the
time to get away with friends
and to travel, party and prepare for that last push until
school lets out.
'. This year I traveled to
• Los Angeles to see some old
i friends and escape the last
; bit of severe winter weather
; (hopefully). While on a short
; hike in the mountains sur! rounding LA., I thought back
! to all the places I have visited
during spring break, and realized that spring break is more
than just a week of partying
and hedonism.
Don't get me wrong, 1 enjoy
gelling loaded on a beach
. while catching some rays, lis' tening to the ocean and enjoying the "scenery," but I'm glad
I didn't spend every spring
break doing il.
While Cancun, Mexico, rates
as one of my favorite spring
break locations, I think it has
become greatly overrated. I
think we have forgotten the
beauty located right here in
our own country.
And although spring break
has already gone by for this
year, it's never too early to start
thinking about locations for
next year.
Spring isn't always about
finding summer-like weather
months in advance, it's about
the rebirth of nature and
the renewal of the outdoors,
and even the last chance to
embrace what the winter does
give us.
lake northern Michigan or
Colorado for example. They're
still covered in snow, but they
offer the chance to find a cabin
in the woods, go ice fishing,
snowboard or ski. While you
will not find a huge crowd, it
offers the chance to spend that
week with your closest friends
and be what seems like a world
away from civilization.
If you don't want to be that
far out of reach, Yellowstone
National Park offers some of
the most beautiful sights you

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Columns by Jess Hylton
and Ally Blankartz
Schedule subject to change

it's about the rebirth
of nature."
will ever see in this country,
whether it's covered in snow
or not. It is home to some of
the most comfortable lodges
in the world and offers an
amazing insight into North
American nature.
If heading north is still a
little too cold for you there is
always Washington, D.C., the
Caroiinas and Georgia.
D.C. may not be every young
adult's ideal spring break
spot, but it boasts the amazing bloom i ng of t he cherry
blossoms and is the Mecca of
national history with its endless museums, monuments
and government establishments. The Caroiinas offer a
little warmer weather, beaches,
recreation and national forests.
Savannah. Ga.. is one of the
most beautiful places I have
ever been — it's warm and has
a unique local history; tons
of sights and nightlife. It also
comes with a beach.
If it is warm weather you
yearn for, the States have no
shortage of that, either. While
I here is always Florida, I think
Southern California boasts
some of the best spring weather in the states. From hiking
the mountains and watching
the whales migrate north on
a bluff in the Santa Monica
National Park to walking the
boardwalk on Venice beach
and the Hollywood nightlife,
there is never a shortage of
things to do.
If it's tourist traps you're
into. I.os Angeles has plenty
of places that are randomly
famous for a variety of reasons.
The state is filled with national
parks, forests, snow-capped
mountains and even deserts.
Speaking of deserts, the
American Southwest js one of
the most beautiful places you
could ever lay your eyes on.
with sunsets that cannot be
painted by even a master artist. The best thing is that there
is no charge to take in the majesty of the desert sunset, overlook Phoenix from a mountain
at night, or hike the Grand
Canyon. Not to mention the
rich history of the American
Southwest and the plight of its
original inhabitants. Las Vegas
is a desert oasis that offers
all the amenities of amazing
nightlife and is a testament
to the beauty of neon lights,
among other things.
So whatever it is that you
seek for your next spring break,
keep in mind that you can find
it all right here in the good ol'
U.S. — no passports, foreign
language, foreign currency or
reservations required.

— Respond lo Zach column
al ihenews@bgneivs.com.
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MICHAEL WEIGMAN

Gay jokes mock people, but
they are still ruling the airwaves
"I asked why it seemed to still be all
right to make jokes about gays when you
could never so blatantly make
fun of minorities or women without being
Kimmcl video: More than just
good fun?
You probably have seen the
video(s). If not. you absolutely
have to because they are thefunniesti if lowbrow, videos I've
seen in a longtime.
Late-night talk show
host limmy kimmel made
a music video responding
to his girlfriend, comedian Sarah Silverman, who
made a video that she was
"f'ckingMati Damon."
Kimmel's response? I le told
her and Damon he was having an affair with Damon's pal
Ben Affleck. The videos are
all the rage on YouTube, and
earn Kimmel and Silverman
"People Magazines'' Funnies!
Couple Alive title.
I love comedy. I like
Silverman, and Kimmel is
growing on me. But as much
as Kimmel's video had me
laughing and hitting replay
on my computer numerous
limes (and adding both to my
MySpace pagel I could not
help but think of a few issues
the video seemed to bring up.
1 don't want to rain on
anyone's parade and make an
overly big deal out of a joke by
a comedian and an actor, but
I was reminded of a classroom
discussion I was involved earlier this semester.
We were talking about how
to serve as counselors to gay
clients. The incredible speaker,
a University professor, fielded
all questions and talked openly about her experiences as a

labeled racist or sexist."
lesbian and teacher.
I am an extremely tolerant,
gay-friendly, open-minded,
liberal, heterosexual male
who has had limited experiences with real-life gay
people, so I asked a few offthe-wall questions, including
what was so funny about gays
to so many people. Also, was I
wrong to laugh at, and somewhat participate in, a recent
breakfast conversation with
coworkers that consisted of
nothing but gay sex jokes for
about two hours?
I asked why it seemed to
still be all right to make jukes
about gays when you could
never so blatantly make fun
of minorities or women without being labeled racist or
sexist. Somehow, homophobic did not seem to be such a
bad label.
As an avid late-night TV
watcher, the gay jokes are
common — just ask Sen.
Larry Craig, George Michael
or Ebon lohn. Or just think
back to when there were all of
the gay cowboy jokes about
"Brokeback Mountain" — one
of my all-time favorite movies.
One of my favorite TV
shows. "How I Met Your
Mother." recently featured a
scene in which a character
makes overtly homoerotic
comments in jest to the person
in a bathroom stall who he
thinks is his friend.

I have been totally guilty of
laughing at these jokes. Even
retold some of them. I know
my friends and I always make
gay jokes, some fairly crude
and graphic, to each other. But
1 know for a fact nearly all of us
have no problem politically or
socially with gays.
Are we homophobic? Am I a
hypocrite?
The speaker told me that
I should have stood up and
told my coworkers that I was
not comfortable with their
jokes and refused to participate. 1 agree 1 should have
been more bold, but know
that would have rocked the
boat and probably gotten
me labeled gay. And though
I again have no political or
social problems with that,
it does not sit well with me.
Kind of a like a "Seinfeld'' notthat-there's-anything-wrongwith-that thing.
I honest IJdii IKII think
I have ever heard so many
gay jokes on TV, in common
conversation, anywhere, as
I do now. I find this is ironic
because I generally feel gays
and lesbians are probably
more accepted now than at
any time in history.
A classmate pointed out that
people who make gay jokes are
the most insecure about
See BRANDON <

Normally when you think of
pop culture, you think MTV,
I lollywood, retailers and magazines. I find that image both
entertaining and useless. I believe
our culture is tied up in what we
advertise as right and necessary.
And what is currently advertised
is a complete abdication of our
on n greatness.
I take great pride in my abilities, strengths and (he weaknesses that I have fought to overcome.
While I am in no way perfect, I
do believe my life is my own and
I ,mi singularly res|winsiblefor
lacing obstacles. Apparently I am
u nique. (Consider t hese
TV advertisements:
"The chances of a child being
diagnosed with autism |arc| one
In 15ft"
"If you've been injured ... you
may IH'entitled to benefits."
"Depression hurts, but you
don't have to."
"()ur clients aren't freeloaders,
not by a long shot."
"Gel out of debt... you deserve
a second chance."
I here seem to be two basic
premises here that 1 wish to challenge. The first is that we should
consider handicaps and challenges the norm, and the second is
that we possess some entitlement
simply for being alive.
I believe we are starting to
treat ourselves and our bodies
like our cars. When you take the
car into the shop, they might run
a general inspection, complete
with a checklist, to make sure
nothing is wrong, operating on
the assumption that it is better to
be paranoid than unsafe (or in
their case, liable).
What does it say about a culture that encourages us to take
the same tack with our own wellbeing? Yes, it is good to know
when you are sick and need help.
But when we continually expand
the definition of downtrodden
to a larger and lemographic
— hence my autism and depression examples, we also cheapen
the victories won by the
truly handicapped.
I am not questioning the
difficulty of a given challenge,
nor do I doubt the courage
necessary to overcome autism,
depression, poverty, injury
and all the rest of that ridiculously long list. But we arc not
approaching it in that manner.
We are not saying, "You can
persevere," we're saying, "You are
a victim" and closing the hook.

IS

See BRIAN | Page 5
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Childhood discipline leads to espectful adults
LEMAROUNIT*
LOWE
COLUMNIST

As every generation progresses, it seems thai more
young kids and teenagers are
not obeying their parents. Of
course there are a percentage
of kids who do, but what about
the children who don't? Is
discipline still a good method
to use in order to teach both
young kids and teenagers how
to obey their parents?
Before parents use discipline,
they should understand why
discipline is necessary. One
cause of discipline is behavior,
and a child usually misbehaves because he wants extra
attention. No one wants to feel
isolated, so the best way to be
noticed is to do something that
is out of the ordinary.
Ages 3 through 12, are
influenced by the adults who
surround them, especially
their parents. Young children
see every action their parents
do and hear every word their
parents say. It is the parents'
responsibility to make sure .

"Take your child to a hospital where
someone is suffering from lung cancer - it
will leave an impact on her life that she
will never forget"
they aren't teaching their child
negative words or displaying
wrong actions.
Teenagers are influenced by
their peer group, things they
watch on television and what
they listen to on the radio.
These are only a few causes
of discipline. If a parent can
understand the causes of discipline, then they can understand
why discipline is necessary.
Discipline can be seen as a
training method, and there are
several reasons why it's needed.
Discipline teaches children a
lesson so they don't do the same
thing again, it builds their character, and it teaches children to
control their behavior.
The most important reason
discipline is needed is because
it teaches respect. If children
learn how to obey their parents,
then they will learn how to
respect others around them.
Old and new discipline meth-

SPEAK YOUR MIND

t

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-matI us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information
Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6956.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

BRANDON
From Page 4

their sexuality.
Is it insecurity? Are gays
just an easy target because
they cannot defend themselves without inciting more
bashing? Is it even bashing,
or just humor?
I tried to dig for reaction
m tlie Kimntel video on the
Internet and there was very
little expressing concern about
whether it was offensive to gays.
I IHI B was a Christian woman
appalled that it seemed to be
promoting a deviant way of life.

ods offer two ways that parents
can train their kids to behave.
In my opinion the old discipline
methods are not convenient
and shouldn't be used anymore. Traditional ways to teach
a child to obey their parents
would be hitting them with a
stick, beating them with a chord
or belt, and even hitting the
child with your own hand.
I've noticed that not many
children learn from this way of
discipline because, in this generation, children are difficult to
keep under control. Physically
hitting children would make
them angry and cause them to
rebel. A child who feels a need
to rebel never respects his parents or others around him.
Besides, many parents can
legally get into t rouble if they
don't know when to draw the
line between discipline and
abuse. Trying to adhere to old
discipline methods is a hassle
and not a way to correctly teach
a child a lesson.
New discipline methods
are a belter way to punish
young children and teenagers
because they are more modern and effective. Punishing
children by taking away the
things they love most is one of
the best ways for a child not to
repeat a wrong action.
Punishing techniques can
include not allowing a young

"In everyday conversation we should all listen
closely to what is being said and think twice
about whether we want to be associated with
the jokes going around."
Was I expecting both conservatives and liberals to be upset
about the same thing?
Maybe this is progress —
being able to laugh about some
thing without fear of someone
judging you for talking about it?
After all, two out-of-thedoset homosexuals were in
Kimmel's video: loan |ett and
former N'Sync-er Lance Bass.

Affleck himself is a noted liberal Democrat. Other stars like
Brad Pitt, Cameron Diaz, Don
Cheadle, the guy who plays
Mclavin' and even Harrison
Ford appeared and did not
seem to be anti-gay.
A University of Minnesota
study found that the gay-oriented sitcom "Will & Grace"
greatly improved the image of

child to play with her toys or
not letting a teenager hang
out with her friends until her
behavior improves.
Even taking away the television and radio can have a major
effect on someone's behavior.
The next technique might
not work for teenagers, but it
could work for younger children. If the parent gets the
child to write out what they did
wrong 100 times or more, then
it he child would be tempted
to never do it again. After they
write out what they did wrong,
then they should write 100
times or more why they should
never do it again, this might
sound harsh, but having sore
fingers is something that the
child will remember.
For teenagers, disciplining
can be as simple as showing them first-hand why they
shouldn't do certain things. For
example, if a teen is smoking a
lot and they won't stop smoking, then show them why smoking can be harmful.
Take your child to a hospital
where someone is suffering
from lung cancer—it will leave
an impact on their life that they
will never forget.
As each generation progresses, it can be more difficult to keep children under
control. Since each generation
is different, it would be wise to
use more modern techniques
for disciplining.
Throw out the old ways with
using belts, and get in with the
new way by teaching lessons.

- Res/mid m LeMarquntta at
llienewsGPbgriews.coni.

gay males in people with limited exposure to real-life gays.
However, I remember being
crucified in one workplace for
liking the show.
I might as well have been a
Communist sympathizer in
the 1950s.
Maybe the Kimmel video is
pure comedy, but in everyday
conversation we should all listen closely to what is being said
and think twice about whether
we want to be associated with

BRIAN
From Page 4
More to the point, when did
we decide that I, you or anyone
deserves something just for
being alive? I get the whole lifeliberty-and-pursuit-of-happiness thing. But what about universal health care, guaranteed
accessibility for handicapped
people and the apparent right
to prosperity that debt management groups advertise?
These are great ideas on
paper, especially the handicap
accessibility (as that is one thing
you really cannot avoid or overcome, in the most literal sense).
The problem is that they require
money, which is all well and
good in the cases of charities
such as the Red Cross, but not so
much when it is taken by force.
The old war cry against
taxes for social programs is
that they steal from Peter to
give to Paul. In Hillary's case,
it's more like stealing from
Peter and Paul to potentially,
someday, repay Peter and Paul
— but probably not.
Did you ever wonder why
conservatives, on average, give
more to charity than liberals? It's because liberals want
to abdicate responsibility by
saying, "Look, it came out of
my paycheck, I did my part."
Conservatives know that this
kind of pandering and its
inherent assumption of natural
right to assistance is at best
insulting and thereby take
steps via a moral path (read:
voluntarily give of themselves
and their wealth) to redress
those same grievances.
Tragically, the effects of
victimization are becoming
continually more apparent. In
politics we want a president
who is "just like us."
I don't. 1 want a president bet-

for Editor of The BG News

ter. brighter and maybe a little
better-looking than myself. I
want an elitist — preferably one
who has earned that distinction
— in the White I louse.
Some examples are even
more laughable: In the last few
weeks Barack Obama has been
pressured to release a senior
international policy adviser
because she called Hillary
Clinton a mean name, and
a John Met 'gin supporter is
baffled and a bit miffed at being
hounded for a nasty statement
about Obama.
All I can say is, really? Our
potential commander-in-chief,
and the nation that will vote for
him or her, are threatened by
name calling?
So here's my pica: Toughen
up, America, lake responsibility
for your actions and trials, pride
in your achievements, glory in
overcoming your obstacles, and
responsibility for genuine victims of hardships.
More to the point, do not
— in the name of all that our
country stands for — abdicate
that responsibility to government, family or the general
public. You are not a car to be
placed in the hands of the great
government mechanics.

— Respond to Brian al
thenews@bgneu&am

WE7EG0TABL06!
Check out your favorite Forum
columnists, unhinged and
online, reasoned and ranting:
bgnewsforum.blogspot.com

the Jokes going around.

festival series
Bowling Green State University

07-08

Dianne Reeves, jazz vocalist

— Respond to Brandon at

thenew$@bgneu&com.

Friday, March 14, 2008
8 p m., Kobacker Hall / Moore Musical Arts Center
Advance Tickets:
$30, $25 & $18
Day of Performance:
$33, $28 & $21
To order, call 419/372-8171
or 800/589-2224

Check us out online at:
www.bgnews com
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"Take responsibility
for your actions and
trials, pride in your
achievements, glory
in overcoming your
obstacles."

supported in part by
President Sidney A Ribeau

BGSU. College of Musical Arts
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BRACKETVILLE TOURNAMENT!
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Are now being accepted by the
University Board of Student Publications.
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BG News Editor
Summer 2008

BG News Editor
2008-2009 Academic Year

GRAB 2 OF YOUR FRIENDS FOR OUR
3 PERSON BURRITO EATING TOURNAMENT.

Join us on Tuesday March 18 and be ready to chow down. Win free
burritos for ayear-and enjoy Tournament specials every Tuesday night.
Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5 p.m. on Friday, March 14 in 204 West Hal

BGSU

• The contest will consist of a nlay race when two of the team members must eat thetr entire burrtto In the shortest
amount of time. The first team to finish will be the winner of that round and proceed to the next
■ Then will be 16 Hams The contest Kill be limited to the first 15 entries for men IMslon-lhe 16th entries will be raffled
off the first night of the tournament.
• A one-time entry fee of $5 per team member will apply (includes r-shlrt and bumtoi>
• Al' entries, fees and waivers are due at the restaurant by Trtday. March 14fh.
• rhe first round of the contest will begin on Tuesday. March 15th, aid continues every Tuesday Tor 4 weeks- the
championship round will be held on April 8th Prizes will be given for 1st. 2nd and 3rd puce winners.

BOWLING GREEN
129 S. Main St
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www.qdoba.cow.
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BLOTTER
FRIDAY
9:19 P.M.
An unlocked vehicle parked on
7th Street was reported stolen.
11:33 P.M.
Sean M. Crotty, 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for discharge of
fireworks and nuisance party.

BLOTTER
BRIEF

DONATION

During Spring Break,
University police were
still busy at work to
protect the campus

what a family wanted to do for
this University."
The gift is just the latest
chapter in the Stroh's long history with the University.
Kermit Stroll first came to
the University 45 years ago as
a play-by-play announcer for
high school sporting events
played on campus. While
speaking at the ceremony, he
said he took the job because he
wanted to use his time on the
radio to get free publicity for
the propane gas company he,
had just started.
Prom there, the Strohs' relationship with the University
grew. The couple watched two
daughters, a son-in-law and
two grandsons all graduate
from BGSU.
Kermit Stroh also served on
the University's board of trustees
from 1993to2002. including two
terms as chair. He now serves
as co-chair of the University's
Building Dreams Centennial
liindraising Campaign.
Kermit Stroh said the convocation center is "a step forward"
for the University, lie also said
the center would help broadcast the University's greatness.
"I want to win, I want to
go forward," he said. "We all
need to step forward, we cannot continue to be down at the
bottom of the barrel."
University Athletic Director
Greg Christopher said the center would be a source pride for
University teams and would
reflect positively on Bowling
Green itself.
"Athletics is the front porch
to the University," he said. "It's
something that people from
outside the University who
come and visit are going to see
and remember."
University ■'resident Sidney
Ribeau said the center would be
more than just a place for basketball and volleyball games.
"We'll finally have a facility
for graduation and to attract
major speakers and events,"
Kibeau said. "It's going to serve
the University well and for a
long, longtime."

From Page l

On Friday. Feb 28 a student called
police to report her window had been
broken in McDonald East Witnesses said
they saw two male students in the area at
the time of the incident

SATURDAY
l

12:53 A.M.
Brenden D. Allen. 22. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for a nuisance party violation. Tyrone
E. Morman. 23. and Michael P
Murphy. 22. bold of Bowling
Green, were arrested for disorderly conduct
2:44 A.M.
Mark A. Atkison, 30. of Napoleon.
Ohio, was cited for operating a
vehicle while under the influence
of alcohol.

SUNDAY
12:10 A.M.
Brendan Wiley Carroll. 21. of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
criminal trespassing and disorderly
conduct for trying to gain entry
to a residence he believed he was
familiar with
12:43 A.M.
Ahshantei N Cobb. 19. of Findlay.
was arrested for lending her ID to
in ithei
1:56 A.M.
The front window at 149 North on
North Main Street was reported
broken when an unknown subject
was pushed into it.

On the same day. a University police
officer found a small amount of marijuana
m a car during a traffic stop The student
driving the car was referred to student
discipline for the incident
On Saturday Feb 29. an officer was
sent to a party on North Enterprise Street
and. upon arrival, found that the partiers
were all underage. Officers dumped out
the student's alcohol and referred the stu
dents to student discipline.
The same day in Kohl Hall nearly $50
in cleaning supplies were reported stolen
from a supply closet.
Jacob Rohr from Twinsburg. Ohio was
cited with disorderly conduct after getting
upset and throwing Gatorade after finding
out he couldn't purchase it horn thcclosed
Falcons Nest in the Union on the same
Saturday.
Chase Hamilton of Maumee. Ohio
was cited for possession of mari|uana less
then 100 grams after police were called
to search his room by hall staff after
marijuana was discovered in the room The
officer found a bag of marijuana, a pipe
and a "Digi-Vapor" with residue in it
On Sunday. March l. hall staff called
police to report finding a bong on the
dresser of a student in Founders

BELLS
From Page I

5:15 A.M.
A vehicle parked on Troup
Avenue was reported struck by a
snow plow.

needed to repair the bells.
use, Vice President Nick
(lemero said he ho|ies the renovation of the bell tower will lead to
the continued support of upholding campus traditions.
"I'm a man that believes in tradition," Gamero said. "We've talked
about making lots of changes this
year, some of them being negative, and I believe that finally this
is a change for the better."

12:15 P.M.
Trevor G. Jessee. 23. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for domestic
violence

TRUSTEES

4:12 A.M.
Tyler William Smotherman. 21,
of Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle while under
the influence of alcohol and
failure to maintain reasonable
control.

12:48 P.M.
A mirror was reported ripped
off of a vehicle parked on South
Enterprise Street
12:49 P.M.
A stereo was reported stolen
from a vehicle parked on East
Napoleon Road.

f\ ONLINE: Go to bqnews com for the
^ complete blotte- list

From Page l
endorsed the changes.
Presidents Day Open I louse
The Student Affairs committee was addressed by Cecilia
Castellano from the admissions
office. Castellano said 1,401
seniors attended the University's
Presidents Day open house and
2,101 total. She said this is the highest attendance since 2004.
Freshman Scholarship Changes
t iistellano also reported that the
University will not give as much

scholarship money to incoming freshman as it has in recent
years. Compared to the University
of Toledo, Castellano said the
University will give $1000 to a high
school senior with a 3.0 GPA and a
20 on the AC7I*. while the University
of Toledo could give anywhere
from SIOOO-S4.000, according to
their Web site.
Trustee Harbal said the
University is looking for quality
students over quantity.
"They |UT| can not sustain
doing this," Harbal said. "I We'll I
haw to hold together until it balances out."

Republicans attempt to
force immigration debate
By Julia Hir.ctifeld Davis
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — House
Republicans are trying to force
action on a Democratic-written
immigration enforcement measure, the latest GOP attempt to
elevate the volatile issue into an
election-year wedge.
Republican leaders hope that
by pushing the bill — endorsed
by 48 centrist Democrats and
94 Republicans — they can
drive Democrats into a politically painful choice: Backing
a tough immigration measure
that could alienate their base,
including Hispanic voters, or
being painted as soft on border
security in conservative-leaning districts.
The plan is fraught with
political risks for both parties. A full-blown immigration
debate could call attention to
Republicans' divisions at a time
when their expected presidential nominee, Sen. )ohn McCain,
is fighting to gain the trust of
the GOP base.
McCain, R-Ariz., played a
prominent role in failed legislative efforts to grant some of
the estimated 12 million illegal
immigrants already here a path
to legal status, which conservatives deride as "amnesty." He
now says he would consider
such a plan only after the borders have been fortified.
1 louse Republicans are eyeing a bill by Rep. Heath Shuler,
D-N.C, that would do just that,
as well as mandate that employers verify that their workers are
in the U.S. legally.
Leaders are expected later
this week to use a parliamentary tactic that would eventually force a vote on the measure
if 218 lawmakers — a majority of the House — demand it.
Republicans are pressuring
Democratic backers of the measure — including several firsttermers and dozens from swing
districts, all facing tough reelection fights — to defy their
leaders and sign the petition.
"Lots of Republicans and
lots of Democrats would like to
see something done," Rep. Roy
Blunt, R-Mo., the No. 2 whip,
said Friday.
The move would be a rebuke
to Speaker Nancy Pelosi, DCalif., who opposes the Shuler
bill unless it's paired with measures to allow undocumented
workers a chance at legal status

"It's a very big issue. I hear a lot about it,
and that's why I want to bring it to the
floor. We need to address it. Let's just bring
it all to the floor and see what wins."
Rep. Jason Altmire |.D-Pa.
and allow legal immigrants to
bring more family members to
the United States. Democratic
leaders have been working
behind the scenes to craft an
alternative that could dissuade
their more conservative members who back Shuler's bill from
joining the GOP effort to press
forward on it.
They are considering pairing
a widely popular measure by
Rep. Bart Stupak, D-Mich., to
allow more seasonal workers
to come to the United States
under so-called H-2B visas with
proposals aimed at speeding
the process of granting immigrants' spouses and minor children visas to join their parents
in the U.S., among others. Also
under discussion is a bill that
would allow nonresident immigrants serving in the military to
become citizens.
It's not clear whether
Republicans can gather enough
support for a vote on the bipartisan enforcement bill, which
couldn't take place until April at
the earliest. GOP leaders relish
the idea of calling attention to
Democrats' rifts on the issue
in advance of Congress' 14-day
Easter recess starting next week.
They plan to blast Democrats
who have endorsed the legislation but not signed onto the
effort to force a vote on it.
"I think it makes it harder
for the majority to do nothing,"
Rep. Adam Putnam, R-lla.,
said of the idea last week. "On
a district-by-district basis, there
will be places where this is an
important issue."
Shuler has said he would sign
the petition. He's one of several
conservative-leaning freshman
lawmakers whose elections in
Republican or swing districts
gave Democrats control of the
House in 2006, handing Pelosi
the speaker's gavel. He won his
race amid Republican efforts to
tie him to Pelosi, including an
ad that accused him of plotting
with Democrats "to take over
Congress with the votes of illegal immigrants."
"He does support the (legisla-

tion) and would like to see an
up-or-down vote," said Andrew
Whalen, Shuler's spokesman.
"He would prefer that it didn't
become a political issue."
Some Democrats said they
are eager to debate the legislation.
"It's a very big issue. 1 hear
a lot about it, and that's why 1
want to bring it to the floor,"
said Rep. lason Altmire, D-Pa„
another first-termer who is cosponsoring the bill. "We need to
address it. Let's just bring it all
to the floor and see what wins."
Even some Democrats who
back Shuler's bill bristle at the
idea of joining Republicans to
force a vote on it, voicing concern that they're being used as
political pawns.
'Tor their presidential candidate to have supported
amnesty and for them to be
pulling a stunt like this is pure
politics," said Rep. Lincoln
Davis, D-Tenn., a co-sponsor
of Shuler's bill.
I n the Senate, a group of mostly conservative Republicans
last week unveiled a package
of legislation to crack down on
illegal immigration and secure
the border. They, too, said they
would use procedural tactics to
get Democrats on the record on
the volatile immigration issue.
Democrats are trying to
turn the tables, hoping that
Republicans' efforts to push gettough immigration measures
will hurt McCain with Hispanic
voters and independents, two
groups that have supported
him in the past.
In a letter to McCain last
week, Sen. Robert Menendcz,
D-N.L, called on the Arizonan
to reject the GOP leaders'
plans, calling them "draconianand divisive."
"Such a rejection will let this
nation's 44 million Latinos
know that demonizing them
for political purposes will not
be tolerated and that the more
hateful rhetoric in the immigration debate has no place in
our country's civic discourse,"
Mcncndez wrote.

quote of the day...
" Darryl thinks he s such a man because he works in a warehouse.
Well big deal. I worked in a warehouse. Men's Warehouse. I was
a greeter. I'd like to see Darryl greet people. Probably make them
feel like wimps. Not me, I- 'Hello. I'm Michael. Welcome to Men's
Warehouse. We have a special on khaki pants today.' That is just
one example." - Michael Scott

STUDENT ORGANIZATION AWARDS
Now Available for the 2008 Gregory T. DeCrane
Applauding Excellence Banquet
please take a moment and recognize the
accomplishments ol student organizations
and student organization members by
nominating outstanding groups/individuals
for the Office of Campus Activities Student
Organization Awards.
\pp|icatk>ns are due Wednesday, March 12,
2008 by 5pm mid can be found by visiting the
office ol Campus Activities, 401 msu.or
ivww.bgsu.edu/gclinvolvcd/piie,c 12tMtJ.html.

I he si i idem Organization Awards recognize;
• Advisor ol the Year
•Citizenship Program of the Year
• Crass-Cultural Program of the Year
• Emerging Male Leader of [he Year
• Emerging i emale Leader ol theYeai
• Honorary (irganizatlon of the Year
• Most Innovative Program ol theYeai
• Most (lutsianding I eaderof the Year
• Most Outstanding Student Organization

Preferred

■^

STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS

Now Renting
08-09
School Year!

CoT

Find A Place To Call Home
www.preferredpropertiesco. com

Now Available for the 2008 Gregory T. DeCrane
Applauding Excellence Banquet

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
The Office of the Dean of Students
encourages students to apply for the
Hazel H. Smith Scholarship and
the S1CSIC Scholarship. The Smith
Scholarship is available to full-time
ol'f-campus/commuter students who
have excelled academically. The SICSIC
Scholarship awards either a junior or
senior that has excelled academically,
while displaying outstanding qualities
of leadership and initiative. These
scholarships are due to the Office of the
Dean of Students, 301 BTStl,by5pm
Friday, March 14,2008.
All applications and further descriptions
of these awards are available by visiting
the Office of Campus Activities or
www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved/
pagel I61.1.html.

Por additional information,
please contact the Office of
Campus Activities at 419-372-2343.

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)

1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

-Office of

Cam

OFFICE HOURS

Act

Mon-Fri: 8-5
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.

Division of Student Affairs
Bowling Green State University

419-352-9378
fi

vac

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.
.

Birchwood
650 6th St.
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Columbus cleans up after more Ohio celebrates Governor's Cup award
Cup may signal statewide increase in jobs
than 20 inches of snowfall
By Julia Carr Smyth
The Associated Press
By Matt Lcingang
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — Highway and
utility crews cleared major
highways yesterday in time
for morning commuters to
return to work following a
record-setting snow storm
that bu ried much of Oh io over
the weekend.
Cleanup crews worked
overtime on main streets and
highways Sunday, pushing
away snow that began falling
Friday and didn't let up until
Saturday evening.
Many workers returned to
their downtown offices, but
schools in Columbus and other
central Ohio districts closed
yesterday since sidewalks and
side streets remained jammed
with piles of snow, raising safety
concerns for students walking
to school.
Some rural school districts in
southwest Ohio started classes
later than usual. Cincinnati
Public Schools were on a regular schedule, as were Davton
Public Schools.
Yesterday was the first day
of the annual Ohio Graduation
Test. Schools that delayed
the start of classes were still
required to give the reading portion of the exam. But
thousands of students whose
schools were closed must make
up the reading part March 17,
said liducation Department
spokesman Scott Blake.
He said many districts had
already scheduled makeup
time next week for individual
students expected to miss parts
of the exam. Other portions of
the test include math, science
and writing.
Motorists were still urged
to use caution yesterday, said
Mary Carran Webster, the

COLUMBUS — Ohio boasted
last week that it had received
the coveted Governor's Cup for
the second year in a row, signaling that more businesses had
invested in new plants or expansions here in 2007 than in any
other slate.
Amid the flurry of celebratory
statements released in tandem
with the award were plenty of
references to the most soughtafter economic prize of all for
state policymakers: jobs.
Senate Democratic Leader Ray
Miller said the award "clearly
shows that we as a state are succeeding in our efforts to attract
new businesses and jobs."
"This honor speaks to the

NATION
BRIEFS

Ohio Attorney General Marc Dam
appbuded the decision He says it 6 the fat
constituttorul challenge to the ban to result in a
court decision.

attest, the employment picture in
the state's manufacturing sector
is far from rosy.
It leaves observers to wonder how economic conditions
for manufacturing investment
could be so great yet the job
picture so lousy.
The devil is in the details of
how the Governor's Cup winner is determined, said former
l.t. Gov. Bruce Johnson, who
served as Gov. Bob Taft's development director.
"It's often been misunderstood
because it's always misrepresented |as a job rankingl," he said. "It's
an investment number, and it's
really, really important that the
state pursue aggressively these
Investments. But there is not a
linear relationship between
Investments and jobs."

Ohio Supreme Court:
Elections chief must
give deposition

.'/IRE SOURCES

Hamilton County judge
rules statewide smoking
ban constitutional
KIICHIRO SATO

State investigates death
of Ohio man dragged
under police cruiser

COLUMBUS (AP)-The Ohio
Supreme Court says Secretary of State
Jennifer Brunner must give a sworn
deposition ovet her decision to remove a
county elections official

IRONT0N. Ohio (AP) - A police chief

CINCINNATI (AP)-A local judge

The high court said yesterday that

WINTER STORM: A City of Columbus crew start clearing the sidewalks as the snow

has ruled that a slate law banning smok-

in southern Ohio says one of his officers

'comes down Friday. March 7 in downtown Columbus.

ing in public places and most workplaces

dragged a man under a cruiser for more

state law does not shield Brunner from

is constitutional

than a half mile and didn't notice the body

direct questioning, and a staff member

until the officer reached work.

can't serve in her place

assistant public service director in Columbus.
The late-winter
storm
dumped more than 20 inches of
snow on Columbus, while blizzard conditions caused most
people to hunker down inside
homes. By mid-afternoon
Sunday, snow plows had been
to just 55 of the city's 196 residential zones, Webster said.
Ohio State University held
(lasses yesterday, but warned
that parking would be more difficult than usual. Parking lots
are plowed but not down to the

pavement, and garage ramps
were slippery, officials said.
Throughout the weekend,
cleanup crews were busy in
Cleveland and Cincinnati,
which each received about
a foot of snow. In downtown
Cincinnati, crews hauled piles
of snow away by dump truck.
The
Ohio
Emergency
Management Agency continued to monitor the cleanup
around the state, but no counties had declared an emergency
nor were there any requests for
state assistance.

Downtown Apartments
*i.

direction Ohio is taking to
draw in business and create
the jobs that will sustain the
state," said House Democratic
Leader loyce Beatty.
Yet, despite two straight yean
of capturing the Governor's Cup
— awarded by Site Selection
magazine after an analysis of state
economic data — the employment picture in Ohio is no Ix'tter.
Statistics from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics show 5.B percent
of Ohioans were out of work at
the end of 2007, compared to 5.5
percent at the end of 2006 and
5.6 percent at the end of 2005.
Throughout that period, the state
employment rate steadily lagged
the national average by about a
percentage point.
And, as former employees of
Hoover, Lord and Delphi can

114 South Main
117 North Main
Plus Many More!

Hamilton County Common Pleas

Brunner. a Democrat, had sought

Ironton Police Chief Jim Carey says

Judge Fred Nelson ruled Friday in the
Cincinnati lawsuit filed against the Ohio

officer Richard Fouts was driving in snowy

a protective order in the case of Alex

Department of Health last year by bar

conditions Saturday night when he drove

Arshinkoff. whom she refused to reappoint

and restaurant owners. The Buckeye

over 46-year old Guy Thomas.

to the Summit County Board of Elections.

Liguor Permit Holders argue that the

Carey says it isn't clear if Thomas had

Smoke Free Act of 2006 violates due

been walking nearby or if he was already

process and is vague.

dead and lying in the downtown street

Nelson says neither the U.S. Constitution

when the cruiser approached.

Brunner says she made the decision over concerns that employees

nor the state constitution creates a funda-

An autopsy on Thomas 6 scheduled fa today

mental right to smoke in public.

Fouts has been placed on administrative leave while the state crime bureau

The group's attorney. Scott

He's also the Republican Party chairman
in the county

in Akron were being harassed and
threatened. Arshinkoff denies the
accusations.

Nazzanne. said yesterday he will be

conducts an investigation. Fouts has been

meeting with his clients to discuss the

with the Ironton Police Department for

hopes to schedule Brunner's deposition

possibility of an appeal.

two months.

tomorrow

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

An attorney for Arshinkoff says he

• One Bedroom Apartments
• Very Reasonable Rents

419-352-5620

Located Above Businesses

www. newloverentals. com

Special notice to BGSU Faculty, Staff and Students

EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATIONS
TEST
Wednesday, March 12

TEST ONLY

2008
Registration begins (or:
March 17
March 19
March 25
April 1
April 8
April 14
April 18

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

BGSU will perform a campus-wide Emergency
Communications Test Wednesday, March 12.
This test is part of continuing efforts to refine and enhance
campus safety, security and communications policies and
procedures. Various methods to be tested include:
>
>
>
>
>
>

AlertBG text messaging
PC backgrounds in computer laboratories
Web site
Email system
37-ALERT and 372-SNOW phone lines
Other communications vehicles
V
An online survey will follow the test as your feedback is vital
to the University's plans.
If you have questions please contact alertbg@bgsu.edu

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using My.BGSU.edU
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

BGSU

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

BGSU.

Office of Registration and Records
Phone 419-372-4444

WASHINGTON

8 Tuesday March 11.2008
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Three members of Congress Bush's assurances on military aid
move missile defense talks on
to convene hearings on AP's
probe of medications in water
By Desmond Butler
The Associated Press

By Martha Mendoza

"I call on the EPA to

The Associated Pre«s
two veteran U.S. senators said
yesterday they |)lan to hold hearings in response to an Associated
Press investigation into the presence of trace amounts of pharmaceuticals in the drinking
water supplies of at least -II million Americans.
Also,
U.S.
Rep.
Allysnn
Schwartz, l)-Pa„ has asked the
EPA to establish a national task
force to Investigate the issue
and make recommendations
to Congress on an] legislative
actions needed.
Sen. Barbara Boxer, who beads
the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee, and
Sen. frank lautenberg. chairman
ill the Transportation, Safety,
Infrastructure Security and
Mlatet Quality Subcommittee,

said the oversight hearings would
likely be held in April.
Boxer, D-Calif.. said she was
alarmed at (he news" that
pharmaceuticals are turning up
in the nation's drinking water,
while I autenberg. a New Jersey
I )emocrat who said he was "deeply concerned" by the AP findings,
both represent slates where pharmaceuticals had been detected

take whatever steps
are neccesary to keep
our communities safe."
in drinking water supplies, but
not disclosed to the public.
"I call on the EPA to take whatever steps are necessary to keep
our communities safe," said
Boxer in a statement.
Added I autenberg, whose subcommittee has jurisdiction over
drinking water issues: "Our families deserve water that is clean
and safe. Our bearing will examine these problems and help
ensure the EPA and Congress
take the steps necessary to protect our residents and clean up
our water supply."
EPA spokesman Timothy
Lyons said the agency is "committed to keeping the nation's
water supply clean, safe and
the best in the world. We
encourage all Americans to be
responsible when disposing of
prescription drugs."
The
l.autenherg-Boxer
announcement came just 24

hours after the AP's release of the
first installment of its three-part
series, titled PharmaWater.
The five-month-long inquiry
by the AP National Investigative
Team found that while water is
screened for drugs by some suppliers, they usually don't tell their
customers that they have found
medication in it, including antibiotics, anti-convulsants, mood
stabilizers and sex hormones.
The series shows how drugs —
mostly the residue of medications
taken by people, excreted and
flushed down the toilet — have
gotten into the water supplies of
at least 24 major metropolitan
areas, from Southern California
to northern New Jersey. The stories also detail the growing concerns among scientists that this
pollution has adversely affected
wildlife, and may threaten
human health.
In a letter to EPA administrator
Stephen Johnson, Schwartz said,
"Like many Pennsylvanians, 1
was especially taken aback by
the finding of 56 different pharmaceuticals discovered in the
drinking water for the City of
Philadelphia.. . . The Associated
Press report raises serious questions about the safety and security of America's water system."

House Judiciary sues Harriet Miers,
Joshua Bolten over constitutional clash
By Pete Yost
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The House
Judiciary Committee sued former White House Counsel
Harriet Miers and White 1 louse
chief of staff Joshua Bolten yesterday, setting up a constitutional clash over the Bush administration's refusal to provide testimony and documents about the
firing of U.S. attorneys.
The lawsuit says Miers is

not immune from the obligation to testify and that she and
Bolten must identify all documents that are being withheld
from Congress regarding what
Democrats say were politically
motivated dismissals of nine
U.S. attorneys.
In a statement announcing
the lawsuit, House ludiciary
Committee Chairman lohn
Conyers said, "We will not
allow the administration to
sleamroll Congress

Conyers, D-Mich„ said he is
confident the federal courts will
agree that the Bush administration's position is at odds with
constitutional principles.
The case was assigned to
U.S. District Judge John Bates,
an appointee of President Bush
and a former prosecutor in the
Whitewater criminal investigation of the Clintons in the 1990s.
The White House said House
Democrats "continue to focus
on partisan theater."

WASHINGTON —Polish Prime
Minister Donald Tusk said
President Bush yesterday had
removed key stumbling blocks
in negotiations to allow U.S.
missile defense interceptors on
Polish soil.
Negotiations had stalled
over Poland's demand for
help in upgrading its military
in exchange for allowing the
interceptors. U.S. negotiators
wanted to deal with the Polish
demands separately and leave
promises vague.
But Tusk said Bush had
agreed that the missile defense
program and the U.S.-aided
modernization of the Polish
military would be considered
all in "one package."
"The words of President Bush
were very convincing," he told
The Associated Press minutes
after leaving the White House.
"This is a politician who is controversial for some but in my
opinion is very trustworthy."
Bush, in a joint appearance
with Tusk at the White House,
said he had assured the prime
minister that the United States
would develop a concrete plan
for helping Poland modernize
its military "before my watch
is over."
The Bush administration
has been seeking to begin
construction of its European
missile shield while it is still
in office and to complete it by
2012, The plan also includes
installing radar in the Czech
Republic. But because the negotiations with Poland are lagging
and any deals would have to
be approved by the Polish and

CrMRlESDHAHAPAK ! APPH010
CHATTING IT UP: President Bush meets with Poland's Prime Minister Donald Tusk,
left, yesterday m the Oval Office of the White House in Washington.

Czech parliaments, it may be
difficult to meet the timetable.
Polish supporters of the
plans are concerned that a new
U.S. administration could kill
the project. Among the major
candidates to succeed Bush,
Republican John McCain is a
strong supporter of the missile defense program, while
Democrats Barack Obama and
Hillary Rodham Clinton have
been less vocal.
The missile defense plans
have become one of the thorniest issues in U.S.-Russian relations. Russia opposes the U.S.
plan to build part of its global
missile defense system so close
to Russian borders, arguing that
it would undermine the Russian
deterrent. The Polish government argues that the security
backing is necessary because
Russia has threatened to target
Poland with nuclear missiles if
it should allow the interceptors.
Tusk said Bush had assured
him that the United Stales
would continue to try to con-

vince Russia that the missile
shield was not a threat. The
United States says it is aimed
at countering ihreats from
countries such as Iran and
North Korea.
The White House denied
the suggestion that the military help is a reward for Polish
agreement on the interceptors
or that it is needed because of a
Russian threat to Poland.
"It is certainly not a quid pro
quo," White House press secretary Dana Pcrino said. "Who is
suggesting that Russia is going
to attack anybody?"
When told that Polish officials said this, Perino said it was
not part of the discussions yesterday between Tusk and Bush.
Tusk said the United States
had backed down from an
insistence that it would need
six months to consider how it
could help Poland upgrade its
military. He said Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice told him
Monday that the period could
be reduced to three months.

President Bush says he's sending Cheney
to Middle East to press for peace
By Ben Feller
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — President
Bush, dispatching Vice President
Dick Cheney to the Middle East,
said the goal is to get Israelis and
Palestinians to hold firm to the
promises they've made toward
peace.
Bush said yesterday in the
Oval Office that Cheney would
"reassure people that the United
States is committed to a vision of
peace in the Middle East."
As Cheney tries to help
hold together fragile negotiations between Israelis and
Palestinians, Bush says he's still
optimistic that a peace deal can
happen before he leaves office.
Cheney departs Sunday for
a trip to Oman, Saudi Arabia,
Israel, the West Bank and Turkey.
Oil is also on his agenda, as the
White House—coping with high
energy prices that have socked
American consumers — continues to push for greater oil production in the Mideast.
The vice president's visit comes
on the heels of a brief troubleshooting mission to the Mideast
by Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice. She was able to pressure
the moderate Palestinian leadership to resume peace talks with
Israel, which broke off after a
deadly Israeli military incursion

Mahmoud Abbas. Cheney
will meet with both men.
Palestinians have also condemned Israeli plans to build
more housing in disputed
east Jerusalem — an area the
Palestinians hope to make
the capital of a future independent state.
Bush made clear he expects
Cheney to prod the leaders to
stick to their obligations under
the U.S.-backed road map,
which calls on the Palestinians
CHARUS DHMAMK APIH'Ti) to disarm militants and for
CHENEY: Vice President Dick Cheney, left,
Israel to halt settlement conlooks towards President Bush as he speaks
struction. "Those obligations
about the economy.
are clear," Bush said.
The United States blames
recent violence on Hamas, which
into Gaza.
took over the Gaza Strip last July
"I'm optimistic that we'll be
and is deemed by the U.S. to be a
able to achieve a vision that
terrorist organization.
shows a way forward, and I'm
Without naming I lamas, Bush
optimistic leaders will step forsaid: "There's one force in the
ward and do the hard things
Middle East—and some suspect
necessary so people don't have
that they're funded from outside
to live in deprivation and fear,"
governments and outside moveBush said, addressing reportments, all aiming to destabilize
ers after a meeting with Polish
democracy, all aiming to prevent
Prime Minister Donald Tusk.
the vision where people can live
In his final year in office,
side-by-side in peace, all wanting
Bush has turned a Mideast
to destroy Israel."
peace deal into a. signature
Bush said the key question is
foreign policy goal. But viowhether enough will exists to
lence in the Gaza Strip and
reject those extremist forces.
southern Israel has hampered
"Our mission is exactly along
the peace talks between Israeli
those lines, and I'm optimistic,"
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert
Bush said.
and Palestinian
President
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Olympic officials voice concerns over security Thou-shalt-not list updated
to include pollution, drugs

Chinese government claims to have foiled plot by Islamic terrorists over weekend
By Christopher Bodcpn
The Associated Press

BEIHNC; — China disclosed yesterday thai suspicious liquids were
found on a flight headed to Beijing
from a far western Muslim region,
and Olympic organizers tried to
dismiss fears that the summer
games were under t h real.
The government announced
over the weekend thai authorities
had foiled a plot by Islamic terrorists targeting the August games
and also said there was an apparently unrelated attempt to crash a
passenger jet on Friday.
Scant details were initially
released about the reporlcd plot
or the airplane incident
However. China's head of
civil aviation said yesterday
thai the flight from the far
western Xinjiang region to

Beijing had been diverted after
some passengers were found
wilh suspicious liquids.
ChinaSouthemAirlinesCZa901
landed in Lanzhou, in western
Gansu province, to safeguard the
passengers, the authority said in
a notice on its Web site. No other
details were given.
The head of Xinjiang's regional
government earlier described the
incident as an attempt to crash
the plane.
Olympic organizers voiced
confidence yesterday about security arrangements for the games
in Beijing.
"An efficient Olympic security
command system is in place,"
Sun Weide, a spokesman for the
organizing committee, told The
Associated Press. "We're confident of holding a peaceful and
safe Olympic Games."

By Frances DEmilio
Associated Press Winer

GREG BAKER

SPPHO'l.

OLYMPIC FEARS: Delegates lo Chinas National People's Congress stand near (he logo
ol an Olympic sponsor, in Bering's Greal Hall of the People yesietday. Chinese polite killed
alleged terrorists who were plotting to attack the Beijing Olympics-

VATICAN CITY — In olden
days, the deadly sins included
lust, gluttony and greed. Now,
the Catholic Church says pollution, mind-damaging drugs
and genetic experiments are on
its updated thou shall-nol list
Also receiving fresh attention
by t he Vat lea n was social injustice, along the lines of the ageold maxim: "The rich gel richer
while the poor gel poorer."
In the Vatican's latest update
on how (iod's law is being violated in today's world. Monsignor
Gianfranco Girotti, the head of
the Apostolic Penitentiary, was
asked by the Vatican newspaper
L'Osservatore Romano what, in
his opinion, are the "newsins."
lie cited "violations of the

basic lights of human nature"
through genetic manipulation,
drugs that "weaken the mind
and i loud intelligence," and the
imbalance between the rich
and the poor.
"If yesterday sin had a rather individualistic dimension,
today il has a weight, a resonance, that's especially social,
rather than individual.' said
Girotti, whose office deals with
matters of conscience and
grants absolution.

It's not the first time that
the Vatican has sought to put
a modern spin on sin. Last
year, the Vatican look on the
problem of highway accidents, issuing a kind of "Ten
Commandments" for drivers
against the sins of road rage,
alcohol abuse and even rudeness behind the wheel.

Olmert orders reduction of Gaza operations
as Palestinian rocket fire decreases
By Aron Heller
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Israel's prime
minister ordered the army to
scale back operations In Gaza
yesterday after a sharp drop in
Palestinian rocket fire, raising
the possibility "i ,i uiih'i truce
thai would ease the path for
peace talks,
Ehud Olmert denied lalk of a
cease-fire with (la/as Hamas
rulers but said there was no
need to attack Gaza as long as
calm prevailed.
llamas said it was encouraged by the relative lull, saj Ing
it proved thai attacks on Israel
were paying oil The militant

group wauls an agreement that
would include opening the Gaza
Strip's shuttered holders.
Israel, concerned that calm
could enable the militants to
claim victory and rearm, said
il reserves the right to strike
at will.
The army said no rockets
were fired yesterday, and Israel
has not carried out any airstrikes or land raids in (laza
since Wednesday.
I iisi week, militants fired an
average of more than a dozen
nickels a day, while the army
struck hard in (laza, leaving
mine than 120 Palestinians
dead, according to Palestinian
medical officials.

The past few days have
seen no serious Israeli casualties from rocket fire, though
Palestinian militants killed
two Israeli soldiers Thursday
in a roadside bombing along
the (laza border. Later that
day, a Palestinian fired on students at a lewish seminary in
Jerusalem, killing eight before
he was shot dead.
The increase in violence in
the pasi two weeks has raised
serious doubts about President
Bush's goal of forging a peace
deal by year's end. Hamas,
which violently took control of
the Gaza Strip last lime, has
proven itself capable of playing
the role of spoiler.

Five U.S. soldiers die in suicide blast
By Anna Johnson
The Associated Pres«.

BAGHDAD
\ suicide bomber killed live U.S. soldiers as
they chatted with shop owners
while on ;i foot patrol In central
Baghdad yesterday, the deadliest
attack on American forces in the
heavily fortified capital In mine
than eight months.
The bombing, jusi foul days
after nearly simultaneous blasts
killed scores ofpeople inavibrant
Shite commercial district, again
showed the insurgents abilit) to
strike inside a capital secured
by hundreds of security check
points, U.S. funded neighbor

hood watch groups and hundreds ol miles ol blast walls that
surround buildings and cordon
off districts.
the military insists that recent
attacks do not point to a growing trend in violence, and continues in tout the security gains
achieved over the past year.
At any rate, the push over the
past six months to place U.S.
liases inside neighborhoods and
gel soldiers OUl of their armored
vehicles increases i heAmericans'
vulnerability to attacks. While
the face-to-face contact from
fool patrols builds goodwill, it
also gives suicide bombers, who
often slip pas) security vehicle

checkpoints by walking, belter
access to striking soldiers.
yesterday, the soldiers were
walking in a shopping district
of the predominantly Sunni
Mansour neighborhood when
a man in his ;«)s detonated his
explosives about 3D feet away,
said a police officer who witnessed the attack.
Pout of the soldiers died at the
scene, and the fifth died later
from wounds, the military said
Three other American soldiers
and an Iraqi Interpreter were also
wounded in the attack, which
military spokesman Maj. Mark
Cbeadle said was was reported
to us as a suicide bomber."

EYAOBUA
IN THE RUBBLE: A Palestinian boy looks on as he stands in the rums of a buildmcj destroyed in a recent Israeli air strike, in Rafah refugee
camp, southern Gaza Strip yesterday.

We've got your next place!
Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 17,2008 to August 9,2008

PETS ALLOWED
with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517E.Reed

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street Iron) Oftenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year - $395.00 per month
One Year - S370.00 per month

403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
517 E. REED STREET- At Thurstin.
Furn. Or Unfutn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year • S465.00 per month.
One year - $400.00 per month.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. Or Uniurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S385.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.

707-727 THIRD STREET
Furn. Or Uniurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year ■ $39500 per month.
One year - S350.00 per month.

720 SECOND STREET
Furn. Or Uniurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S4I0.00 per month.
One year - $360.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S435.00 per month.
One year - S370.00 per month.

Furn. Or Uniurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month.
One year - S410.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.

E€CA

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's
Furn. Or Uniurn. One Bath & Extra Vanity.
School year - $630.00 per month
One year - $530 00 per month.

521 E. MERRY- Near Oftenhauer.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Uniurn One Bdim, One Bath.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490 00 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year • $490.00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Uniurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month
One year - S520 00 per month.

840-850 SIXTH STREET

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Uniurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
Schdol year - $565.00 per month.
One year - $475 00 per month.

831 SEVENTH STREET
Furn Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - S560O0 per month.
One year - $485.00 per month.

Furn. Or Uniurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath.
School year - $655.00 per month.
One year - $565.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - S650.00 per month.
One year - S540.00 per month.

FOREST APARTMENT- Napoleon
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished. I" baths, dishwasher.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

at S. College.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School year - $555.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009

Student Housing

meccabg.com

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

,. .-JOHN

NEWLOVE
1Re#/ S^tnte, Inc.

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office: 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. - Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-5:00
www.|ohnnewloveiealeslale cor"
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New York governor apologizes after
facing prostitution ring accusations
r>
i.i
.I.IJ.
By
Amy W.stf.ldt
The Associated Press

NLWYORK-Gov r.liotSpitzer's
political career teetered on the
brink of collapse yesterday after
the corruption-fighting politician once known as "Mr. Clean"
was accused of paying for sex
with a high-priced call girl.
The scandal drew immediate calls for the Democrat to
step down. At a news conference before about 100 reporters, a glassy-eyed Spit/.cr. his
shell-shocked wife at his side,
apologized to his family and the
people of New York.
But he gave no details of what
he was sorry for, did not discuss

..

...

■ • .

■•_...

1

his political future and ignored
shouted questions about whether he would resign.
"I have disappointed and
failed to live up to the standard
I expected of myself," said the
48-year-old father of three teenage girls. "I must now dedicate
some time to regain the trust of
my family."
Spitzer was caught on a federal wiretap arranging to meet
at a Washington hotel room with
a prostitute from a call-girl business known as the Emperors
Club VIP, according to a law
enforcement official who spoke
to The Associated Press on condition of anonymity because the
investigation is still going on.

-¥•!__
... U™- .»*
The governor
has not
been charged, and prosecutors would not comment on
the case.
The scandal came 16
months after Spitzer stormed
into the governor's office with
a historic margin of victory,
vowing to root out corruption
in New York government in
the same way that he took on
Wall Street executives with a
vengeance while state attorney general.
But his first year in office
was marred by turmoil, and
the latest scandal raised
questions about whether
he would make it through a
second year.

I
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IN APOLOGY: New York State Gov Eliot
Spitzer. pined by his wife Silda. makes a state-

The Associated Press

A vast array of pharmaceuticals
— including antibiotics, anticonvulsants, mood stabilizers
and sex hormones — have been
found in the drinking water
supplies of at least 41 million
Americans, an Associated Press
investigation shows.
To be sure, the concentrations
of these pharmaccuticalsare tiny,
measured in quantities of parts
per billion or trillion, far below

the levels of a medical dose. Also,
utilities insist their water is safe.
But the presence of so many
prescription drugs — and overthe-counter medicines like acetaminophen and ibuprofen — in
so much of our drinking water is
heightening worries among scientists of long-term consequences to human health.
In the course of a five-month
inquiry, the AP discovered that
drugs have been detected in the
drinking water supplies of 24
major metropolitan areas—from
Southern California to Northern

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Miss. — Democrat
Barack Obama ridiculed the
idea of being Hillary Rodham
Clinton's running mate yesterday, saying voters must choose
between the two for the top spot
on the fall ticket.
The Illinois senator used his first
public appearance of the week to
knock down the notion that he

might accept the party's vice presidential nomination. He noted that
he has won more states, votes and
delegates than Clinton so far.
"1 don't know how somebody
who is in second place is offering
the vice presidency to the person
who is first place," Obama said,
drawing cheers and a long standing ovation from about 1,700 people in Columbus, Miss.
Saying he wanted to be "absolutely clear," he added: "I don't
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ment to reporters during a news conference

New Jersey, from Detroit to
Louisville, Ky.
Water providers rarely disclose results of pharmaceutical
screenings, unless pressed, the
AP found. For example, the head
of a group representing major
California suppliers said the public "doesn't know how to interpret
the information" and might be
unduly alarmed.
How do the drugs get into the
water?
People take pills. Their bodies
absorb some of the medication,
but the rest of it passes through

and is flushed down the toilet.
The wastewater is treated before
it is discharged into reservoirs,
rivers or lakes. Then, some of the
water is cleansed again at drinking water treatment plants and
piped to consumers. But most
treatments do not remove all
drug residue.
"We recognize it is a growing concern and we're taking it very seriously," said
Benjamin H. Grumbles, assistant administrator for water
at the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.

Obama denounces vice presidency offer from Clinton
By Charles Babington
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Minute traces of pharmaceuticals found in drinking water
By Jeff Donn. Martha Mcndoia
and Justin Prilch.ird

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

want anybody here thinking that
somehow, 'Well, you know, maybe
1 can gel both.' Don't think that
way. You have to make a choice in
this election."
"I am not running for vice president," Obama said. "I am running
for president of the United States
of America."
Obama aides said Clinton's
recent hints that she might welcome him as her vice presidential
candidate meant to diminish him.
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McCain revamps campaign after winning nomination
By Glen Johnson
The Associated Press

PHOENIX—Sen. lohn McCain is
finding out what the Republican
presidential nomination is worth
this week.
Then he plans to buff his foreign policy credentials, remind
the nation of his long military
history and try to frame the
issues for the November election
— in three separate tours while

his two Democratic opponents
continue to struggle for their
party's nomination.
"Whenever you're the nominee of your party, I think people will want to re-examine the
candidate," the senator said
before leaving Arizona following a weekend at home. "I'd
like to believe that all 300 million Americans know me, but
unfortunately, that's not the
case. I'll have to work hard to

attract their votes."
But first, the 71-year-old
McCain had a full medical
screening yesterday.
While McCain has previously
been treated for skin cancer,
he said there was nothing that
precipitated his visit. He said his
dermatologist also performed a
cancer screening during the past
few weeks. Results from all the
exams will be released April 15,
he said.
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New York governor apologizes after
facing prostitution ring accusations
By Amy We.tfeldt
The Associated Press
NEWYORK—Gov. Eliot Spiizcr's
political career teetered on the
brink of collapse yesterday after
the corruption-fighting politician once known as Mr. Clean"
was accused ol paying for sex
with a high priced tall girl.
I he scandal drew immediate calls for the Democrat to
step down. At a news conference before about 100 reporters, a gl,iss\ eyed Spit/er. his
shell-shocked wife at his side,
apologized to his family and the

people of New York.
Btll he gave no details of what

he was sorry for, did not discuss

his political future and ignored
shouted questions about whether he would resign.
"I have disappointed and
failed to live up to the standard
I expected of myself," said the
48-year-old father of three teenage girls. "I must now dedicate
some time to regain the trust of
my family."
Spitzer was caught on a federal wiretap arranging to meet
at a Washington hotel room with
a prostitute from a call-girl business known as the Rmperors
Club VIP, according to a law
enforcement official who spoke
to The Associated Press on condition of anonymity because the
investigation is still going on.

The governor has not
been charged, and prosecutors would not comment on
the case.
The scandal came 16
months after Spitzer stormed
into the governor's office with
a historic margin of victory,
vowing to root out corruption
in New York government in
the same way that he took on
Wall Street executives with a
vengeance while state attorney general.
But his first year in office
was marred by turmoil, and
the latest scandal raised
questions about whether
he would make it through a
second year.

\ vast array of pharmaceuticals
including antibiotics, ami
convulsants, mood stabilizers
and sex hormones — have been
found in (he drinking water
supplies ol ai least II million
Americans, an Associated Press
investigation shows.
To l>e sure, the concentrations
of these pharmaceuticals ate tiny,
measured in quantities of parts
l>er billion or trillion, far Mow

the levels of a medical dose. Also,
utilities insist their water is safe.
Hut the presence of so many
prescription drugs — and overthe-counter medicines like acetaminophen and ibuprofen — in
so much of our drinking water is
heightening worries among sciciuisis of long-term consequences to human health.
In the course of a five-month
inquiry, the AP discovered that
drugs have been detected in the
drinking water supplies of 24
major met ropolitan areas—from
Southern California to Northern

COLUMBUS, Miss.—Democrat
Barack Obama ridiculed the
Idea of being Hillary Rodham
Clinton's running mate yesterday, saying voters must choose
between the two for the top spot
on the fall ticket.
Hie Illinois senator used his first
public appearance of the week to
knock down the notion that he

might accept the party's vice presidential nomination. I le noted that
he has won more states, votes and
delegates than Clinton so far.
"I don't know how somebody
who is in second place is offering
the lice presidency to the person
who is first place," Obama said,
drawing cheers and a long standing ovation from about 1,700 people in Columbus. Miss.
saving he wanted to be "ahsolutelv clear." he added: "I don't
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IN APOLOGY: New York State Gov Eliot
Spitzer. joined by his wife Silda. makes a statement to reporteis during a news conference

New lersey, from Detroit to
Louisville, Ky.
Water providers rarely disclose results of pharmaceutical
screenings, unless pressed, the
AP found. For example, the head
of a group representing major
California suppliers said the public "doesn't know how to interpret
the information" and might be
unduly alarmed.
I low do the drugs get into the
water?
People take pills. Their Ivodies
absorb some of the medication,
but the rest of it passes through

and is flushed down the toilet.
I he wasteuater is treated before
it is discharged into reservoirs,
rivers or lakes. Then, some of the
water is cleansed again at drinking water treatment plants and
piped to consumers. But most
treatments do not remove all
drug residue.
"We recognize it is a growing concern and we're taking it very seriously.'' said
Benjamin H. Grumbles, assistant administrator for water
at the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency,

Obama denounces vice presidency offer from Clinton
By Charles Babington
The Asocial.-
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Minute traces of pharmaceuticals found in drinking water
By Jeff Donn, Martha Mvndoza
and Justin Pritchard
The Associated Press

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

want anybody here thinking that
somehow, Well, you know, maybe
I can get both.' Don't think that
way. You have to make a choice in
this election."
"I am not running for vice president," Obama said. "I am ntnning
for president of the United States

of America."
Obama aides said Clinton's
recent hints that she might welcome him as her vice presidential
candidate meant to diminish him.
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McCain revamps campaign after winning nomination
By GUn Johnson
The Associated Press
PHOENIX— Sen.lohiiMcCaiiiis
finding out what the Republican
presidential nomination is worth
this week.
Then he plans to hull his foreign policy credentials, remind
the nation of his long military
history and try to frame the
issues for the November election
— in three separate tours while

his two Democratic opponents
continue to struggle for their
party's nomination.
"Whenever you're the nominee of your party. I think people will want to re-examine the
candidate." the senator said
before leaving Arizona following a weekend at home. "I'd
like to believe that all .100 million Americans know me, but
unfortunately, that's not the
case. I'll have to work hard to

attract their votes."
But first, the 71-ycar-old
McCain had a full medical
screening yesterday.
While McCain has previously
been treated for skin cancer,
he said there was nothing that
precipitated his visit. He said his
dermatologist also performed a
cancer screening during the past
few weeks. Results from all the
exams will be released April 15.
he said.
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New York governor apologizes after
facing prostitution ring accusations
ByAmyWestfeldt

Ins political future and Ignored
shouted questions about whether he would resign,
"I have disappointed and
failed in live up to the standard
I expected of myself," said the
111 year-old father of three teenage giils. "I miisi now dedicate
some lime to regain the trust ol
my family."
Spitzer was caught on a federal wiretap arranging to meet
,n ,1 Washington hotel room with
a prostitute from a call-girl business known as the Emperors
Club VIP, according to a law
enforcement official who spoke
10 rhe Assoi iated Press on con
dition of anonymity because the
investigation is still going on.

\EWYORK
Go\ I liotSpitzer's
political careci teetered <>M the
hi ink dl collapse yesterday after
the corruption-fighting politician once known as "Mr. i llean"
was act used ni paying leu sex
with a high priced call girl.
The scandal drew immediate calls ini the Democrat to
step down. At .1 news confei
ence before about 100 rcpcirters, .1 glassv ''U'(' Spitzer, his
shell shocked wife .11 hi- side
apologized 10 In- family and the
people nt \ew York.
Bui he gave no details "l what
he was sin r\ for, diil not discuss

The

governor

has

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

not

been charged, and prosecutors would not comment on
the ease.
The scandal
came
l(>
months after Spitzer stormed
into the governor's office w it li
a historic margin ol victory,
vowing to root out corruption
in New York government in
the same waj Ih,11 he look on
Wall Streei executives with a
vengeance while stale attorney general.
But his first year in office
was marred by turmoil, and
ihe latest scandal raised
questions about whether
he would make il through a
second year.
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IN APOLOGY: New York State Gov Eliot
Spitzer. joined by Ins wife Silda. makes a statement 10 reporters during a news confeierKO
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row. column

inute traces of pharmaceuticals found in drinking water
the levels Ol a medical dose. Also.
Utilities insist theit water is sale
liul the presence of so many
prescription drugs — and overthe-counter medicines like acetaminophen and ibuprofen — in
so much of our drinking water is
heightening worries among scientists ol long term COnSequences to human health.
In the course of a five-month
inquiry, the Al' discovered that
dings have been delected in the
dunking water supplies of 24
major metropolitan areas -from

\ i.ist array ol pharmaceuticals
including antibiotics, anticonvulsants, mood stabilizers
and sex hormones
have been
found in the drinking watei
supplies ol at least II million
\mericans, an Associated Press
investigation shows
lo be sine the concentrations
of these pharmaceuticals are tiny,
measured in quantities of parts
per billion or trillion, far below

Southern California 10 Northern

New lersey, from Detroit to
Louisville. Ky.
Watei providers rarely disclose results of pharmaceutical
screenings, unless pressed, ihe
AP found. Lor example, the head
of a group representing major
t .ilili 11 nia suppliers said the pub
lie "doesn't know bow to interpret
the information'' and might he
unduly alarmed
I low do the drugs gel into the
water?
People take pills. Their bodies
absorb some of the medication,
but the rest of it passes through

1 OLUMBUS, Miss.
Democrat
Barack Obama ridiculed the
idea ol being Hillary Rodham
Clinton's running male yester
day, saying voters must choose
between the tun lor the top spot
on the fall ticket,
I he Illinoissenatoi used his first
public appearance ol the week to
knock down the tuition thai he

®«

might accept the party s v Ice presidential nomination. 1 le noted that
he has won more states, votes and
delegates than (lintonsofar.
"I don't know how somebodj
who is in second place is offering
the vice presidency to ihe person
who is first place,'' Obama said,
drawing cheers and a long standing ovation from about 1,700 people in Columbus, Miss,
Saying he wanted to be "absoluteh clear.'' he added: "I don't

and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.

and is Hushed down the toiler
I he wastewater is treated before
il is discharged into reservoirs,
rivers or lakes, i hen, some of the
watei is cleansed again at drinking water treatment plants and
piped to consumers But most

Just use logic to solve.

want anybody here thinking that
somehow, 'Well, you know, maybe
I can gel both.' Don't think thai
way Yon have to make a choice in

this election."
"I am no) running lor vice presi
dent," ()bama said. "I am running
tin president of the United states
ol \mcrica."
Obama aides said Clinton's
recent hinls (hat she might wel
a line him as her vice presidential
candidate meant to diminish him.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.

treatments do not remove all
drug residue
We recognize ii is a growing concern and we're taking il very seriously," said
Benjamin II. Grumbles, assis
taut administrator for water
ai the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.

Obama denounces vice presidency offer from Clinton
By Charles Babington
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McCain revamps campaign after winning nomination
By Glen Johnson
■

PHOENIX
Sen. John McCain is
finding out what the Republican
presidential nomination is worth
this week,
Then he plans to bull his foreign policy credentials, remind
the nation of bis long military
history and try to frame the
issues for the Novembei election
— in three separate tours while

his two Democratic opponents
continue to struggle lor their
party's nomination.
"Whenever you're the nomi
nee of your pain. 1 think peo
pie will waul to re-examine the
candidate," the senator said
before leaving Arizona follow
ing a weekend at home. Id
like 10 believe that all .11)11 million Americans know me, but
unfortunately, that's not ihe
case I'll have to work hard 10

attract their votes
But first, the 71 year-old
McCain had a full medical
screening yesterday.
While McCain has previously
been treated for -skin cancer.
he said there was nothing thai
precipitated his visit, lie said his
dermatologist also performed a
cancer screening during the |>ast
lew weeks Results from all the
exams will be released April ir>,

he said.

i Li
free ultra bulb tanning dome
washer and dryer in every unit
individual leasing by the bedroom
microwave, dishwasher & disposal
j I

furnished apartments available
free ethernet in each bedroom
resort-style swimming pool
oversized hot tub
state-of-the-art computer center
state-of-the-art fitness center
game room with billiards table
basketball court
sand volleyball court
24 hour emergency maintenance
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Men's breakdown: What to watch
AKRON

BUFFALO

EASTERN MICHIGAN

NORTHERN ILLINOIS

Record: 19 8 (9-4)
Head Coach: Keith Dambrot
Kty Play«r.: Jeremiah Wood. Nick
Dials, Cedrick Middleton
Tournament Seed: 5

Record: 9-17 (2-11)
Head Coach: Reggie Witherspoon
Key Players: Andy Robinson.
Calvin Betts. Sean Smiley
Tournament Seed: 12

Record: 11-15 (6-7)
Head Coach: Charles Ramsey
Key Players: Jesse Bunkley. Carlos
Medlock, Travis Lewis
Tournament Seed: 6

Record: 6-18 (5-8
Head Coach: Ricardo Patton
Key Players: Jarvis Nichols,
Darion Anderson, Egan Grafel
Tournament Seed: 11

Season
Highlight: The
7ips needed a

Season Highlight: Eastern was
able to knock off
division leader
Western
Michigan
on January
12 for
tts first
MAC victory of the season. Carlos
Medlock. Travis Lewis, Zane Gay.
James Matthews all ended the
game with double-figures in scoring.
Lewis and Matthews also posted
double-doubles in the game.

Season

Highlight:

at home for the Zips.

It may not
have been
a highlight
but it was
certainly the
most memorable portion of the
schedule for the Bulls. In the span
of four days. UB lost consecutive
double-overtime games to Western
Michigan and Central Michigan.
The Bulls lost to WMU 100-90 and
lost to CMU 100-96.

BALL STATE

CENTRAL MICHIGAN

Record: 5-21 (4-9)
Head Coach: Billy Taylor
Key Players: Peyton Stovall.
Melvin Goings. Anthony Newell
Tournament
Seed: 10

Record: 11-15(6-7)
Head Coach: Ernie Zeigler
Key Players: Giordan Watson,
Nate Minnoy. Robbie Harman
Tournament Seed: 7

last-second
tip-in to
beat Ohio
in front
nationally-teleaudience on ESPNU. Nate Lmhart
was the player responsible for the
last-second bucket to give the Zips
a 55-54 victory. The thrilling victory
kept alive a 19-game winning streak

Season

Highlight: The
5-17 Cardinals
were not expected
to compete with
conference leader Kent State away
from home but nobody told the
Cardinals that. Ball State gave the
Golden Flashes everything they
could handle before eventually falling in defeat 64-61 in overtime on
February 6

Em Tim

Season Highlight:
Central was able to
outlast Buffalo 10096 m double-overtime on February 2.
Giordan Watson finished the game
with 34 points. The 34 points tied a
career-high for Watson. The game
featured 21 ties and 13 lead changes
before the dust settled on the fes-

Season Highlight: It was the third
game of the season and third of
the new coaching regime of Louis Orr and the Falcons were
on the road against perenial Big East contender Cincinnati.
Cincinnati's own Chris Knight responded 24 points and eight
rebounds to lead the Falcons over the Bearcats 69-67.

BOWLING GREEN
LOCATIONS.

Season
Highlight:
The Golden
Flashes may
have drawn
the short end of the stick when they
drew a trip out to California for
the O'Reilly ESPNU BracketBuster
event, but that did not equal a loss.
The Flashes beat WCC No. one St.
Mary's and entered the Top 25 for
the first time in school history.

Record: 13-13 (7-6)
Head Coach: Charlie Coles
Key Players: Tim Pollitz. Michael Bramos. Kenny
Hayes
Tournament Seed: 5

Record: 12-14 (6-7)
Head Coach: Louis Or
Key Players: Nate Miller. Brian
Moten. Joe Jakubowski
Tournament Seed:

Appreciation
Week at BOTH

Record: 23-5 (11-2)
Head Coach: Jim Christian
Key Players: Al Fisher. Mike Scott.
Hammn Ouiantance
Tournament Seed: 1

MIAMI

BOWLING GREEN

Celebrate
Customer

KENT STATE

Season Highlight: Tim Pollitz
jffl ft
tallied 21 points on the night to
go along with seven rebounds
and five assists to help the
RedHawks knock off in-state foe Xavier. The victory
got the RedHawks was the first game of the season
and gave the team some momentum before heading west for a tournament

Ridge Manor Apartments
2 Bedroom Townhouses
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
• 1 Full Bath
• 2 Story Townhouses
• Furnished

^BigBoy

ting at $570/,mo.
+ gas and electric

GREENBRIAR, INC.
► 445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

Dine-in, drive-thru,
carry-out.

Big Boy & Fries
Just $3.60
Drive-thru &
carry-out only.

Make Any
Sandwich
A Combo + $1.70

— ENTER & WIN
Coming Next Wee

Dine-in only.
Combo = sandwich, fry,
soft drink. No substitutions.

Tuesday 3/11/08
Kids 10 & Under
Eat Free
with adult meal
purchase 1 for 1.
All day Tuesday
dine-in only.

Sat. & Sunday
3/15 & 3/16/08
Weekend

=1

MA-_

BRACKET CONTEST

Breakfast Bar

Sponsored by the BG News
Prizes donated by:

$6.30
Available regular
breakfast bar hours.
Regular price $7.30.
What's Your
Favorite Thing?

Big Boy.

UNIVERSITY

The Huskies
brought
Akron's
22-game
home winning streak
to an end with a 88-78 victory on
February 12. Northern Illinois shot
64 percent from the field. Darion
Anderson led the way for NIU
with 22 pointsJhe victory was
also the Huskies first road victory
of the season.

KLU

OHIO
Record: 18-9(8-5)
Head Coach: Tim O'hea
Key Players: Leon Williams.
Jerome Tillman. Allen Hester
Tournament Seed: 4
Season

2008 Player of the Year: Al Fisher
When the MAC has team ranked
for the first time since 2001. thier
best player on that team deserves
to be the player of the year.
Kent State mosied its way into
the Top 25 after a victory against
St. Mary's in California - a game in
which Al Fisher had 28 points.
Fisher averaged 21 points per
game in a seven-game stretch in
February. The Golden Flsahes won
all seven games of that stretch.
Fisher also has an amazing ability
to get to the line. The junior attempted 126 tree throws this season and
made 104 (82.5 percent) through 28
games this season.
His 82.5 percent from the free
throw was good for sixth in the conference. Kent could always count on
Fisher getting to the line with high
frequency and him having the ability to knock those down.
While Fisher may have harbored
the Kent State scoring load, he was

Al
Fisher
Received Player of

\Jr*-

the Week honor
four times in 2008.

AL FISHER FILE
SCORING AVERAGE: 14 4
ASSISTS: 4.52
FREE THROW
PERCENTAGE: 82.5

not afraid to get his teammates
involved in the action.
He finished second in assists
per game with 4.32 only percentage poiunts behind Ohio's
Michael Allen.
Fisher is only a junior and will be
back next season to wreak havoc
on the rest of the conference.

2008 Coach of the Year: Jim Christian

Highlight:
The Bobcats
welcomed
West division
leader. Western
Michigan, to town and
center Leon Williams stepped up
big time. The senior poured in 26
points and grabbed 15 rebounds

in the 57-54 Bobcat victory.
Williams shut down WMU center
Joe Reitz and held him to only 12
points.

TOLEDO
Record: 8 17(5-7)
Head Coach: Stan Joplin
Key Players: Tyrone Kent,
Jonathan Amos, Jerrah Young
Tournament Seed: 9
Season

Highlight:
Toledo was
able to give
Kent State
one of its few losses in conference play with its 59-56 victory
on February 2 in front of the
home fans at Savage Hall. Tyrone
Kent finished the game with a rimrattling dunk after the Rockets
forced a steal on Kent States final
possession.

WESTERN MICHIGAN
Record: 17-10 (10-3)
Haad Coach: Steve Hawkins
Kay Playars: Joe Reitz. David
Kool. Shawntes Gary
Tournament

There's an old saying "If it ain't
broke, don't fix it."
Kent State's dominance over
the MAC continued this season
as it recorded its sixth straight
20-win season under Christian.
Christian even led the Flashes
toaterritorythatt hey have never
been before - a national ranking.
The Flashes cracked the Top 25
with a victory over St. Mary's on
February 23.
Ir was the first lime that a MAC
school had been ranked since
2001 when Ball Slate found themselves to be nationally ranked.
Christian also guided the
Flashes to the number one seed
at this week's MACTournament
at Cleveland's Quicken Loans
Arena.
The "Q" has been a place of
many successes over years but
2007 was not one of them.

Jim
Christian
KSU has won at
least 20 games
the past 10 years.

The Flashes rebounded this
season from an uncharacteristicly early exil from the 2007
MAC tournament.
The Flashes used that failure from last season and fueled
themselves into this season.
Kent State also was able to
break Akron's stranglehold in
their rivalry by besting them in a
lanuary matchup in front of the
home fans at the M.A.C. Center.
Christian deserves major
coaching props for what he has
done with the Flashes over the
years and should be rewarded for
it this season.

OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR:
LEON WILLIAMS (OHIO)
Only player in the conference to average a doubledouble on the season with 15 points and 10 rebounds.
His field goal percentage of 59.5 also ranked second in the conference behind Kent State's Maminn
Quaintance.

DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR:
HAMINN QUAINTANCE (KENT STATE)

$Md:2

2 PERSON SPECIAL

Mon. - Sun.
3/10/08-3/16/08
990 Mini
Hot Fudge Cake

Highlight:

Blog for live updates.
htto://wwwbgnewsspo<ts blogspottom

Season
Highlight:
Buffalo's
loss was
Western
Michigan's gain on January 29.
David Kool set a career-high with
35 points and Joe Reitz followed
with 29 points in the 100-90 double-overtime victory over Buffalo
The game was tenth double-overtime game in the history of the
program.
Tomorrow
EMU vs Ball State 12:30 pm.
CMU vs. NIU 3 p.m.
Toledo vs. BG 5:30 p.m.
Miami vs. Buffalo 8 p.m.
Thursday
WMU vs. EMU/BSU 12 p.m.
Akron vs. CMU/NIU 2:30 p.m.'
Kent vs. BG/UT 7 pm.
Ohio vs. Miami/Buffalo 9:30 pm.
Friday
Semifinals 7 p.m. 9:30 p.m.
Saturday
Finals 7p.m.

"Q" as he is known is essentailly the MAC's version
of Shawn Marion. Was the only player in the conferecne to average two blocks per game. He also averaged
1.75 steals per game.

FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR: CHRIS
KNIGHT (BOWLING GREEN)
The Cincinnati Withrow product averaged 10.7 points
per game in his first season in the MAC. Also finished
in top five of rebounds per game with 7.4 and finished
in the top 10 with one block per game.

SIXTH MAN OF THE YEAR: BRIAN MOTEN
(BOWLING GREEN)
The junior out of Saginaw was instant offense this
season for the Falcons. Averaged 11 points per game and
8.6 overall. Was second in three-point field goal percentage with 42 percent and ranked in the top ten of field
goal percentage with 51.3 percent.

SURPRISE OF THE YEAR: TOLEDO'S FALL
The Rockets were the number one seed in the 2007 MAC tournament
but lost its first game to Miami and thus the descent began. Toledo has
had 17 road contests this and lost them all (0-17).

WAL-MART
- DOfttOS.

bookstore

1006 N. Main St.
419.352.5131
1540E, WoosterSt.
419.352.3531
Bowling Green, OH

OFFERING ALL OF YOUR
PARTY NEEDS!

m OPEN 24 HOURS HE
♦ »

i

131 Wail Bypiy Lim

(411) 15J-377I
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Log on to The BG News Sports Bloc,

And now onto the women's side

for live updates.
http://www.bqnewsspoits.bloqspot.com

AKRON

BOWLING GREEN

BUFFALO

KENT STATE

MIAMI

OHIO

Racord: 7-25 (2-14)
Hud Coach: Jodi
Kest
Key Players:
Riana Miller.
Kara Murphy.
Keyla
Snowden
Tournament
S«d

Racord: 24-6 (13-5)
Haad Coach: Curt Miller
Kay Playars:
Achter. Lauren
Prochaska. Lindsey
Goldsberry
Tournamant
Saad:1

Racord: 15-14 (8-8)
Haad Coach: Linda HillMacDonald
Kay
Stephanie
Bennett, Heather
Turner. Ashley
Zuber
Tournament
Seed: 4

Record: 8-20 (5-11)
Head Coach: Bob Lindsay
Key Players: Anna Kowalska.
Stephanie Gibson, Asheley Harkins
Tournament Seed: 5

Record: 20-10 (12-4)
Head Coach: Maria Fantanarosa
Key Players: Amanda Jackson,
Laura Markwood. Jenna Schone
Tournament Seed: 2

Record: 17-12 (10-6)
Head Coach: Sylvia Crawley
Key Players: Lauren Kohn,
Chandra Myers. Quintana Ward
Tournament Seed: 3

Season Highlight: In the Flashes'
first conference game of the season,
regulation
wasn't enough
against Ohio
in Athens.
Led by Anna
OOLDEH FLASHES
Kowalska's 18
points and 11
rebounds, KSU was able to beat the
Bobcats in overtime. 74-68.

Season Highlight: The
RedHawks hadn't beaten BG in
almost four years, and were hungry
to make a statement at Anderson
Arena on Jan.
22. With grit_
ty
defense and
!
timely scoring
ftt
from Amanda
Jackson. Miami
was finally able
to exact revenge on the Falcons.
winning 63-60.

Season
Highlight:
On Jan. 30,
the Bobcats
took over
first place
in the MAC
East with an
overtime victory over Ball State at
the Convocation Center in Athens.
Five OU players scored in double
figures.

JS^BJ

Kate

WWLM

Players:

AWJiiFF)

Season Highlight: On Jan. 29 at
Rhodes Arena, the Zips were looking for their first MAC win of the
season. In a tightly contested game
with visiting Central Michigan, the
Zips came back from a 16-point second half deficit and won the game
on a Teresa Scott jumper with three
seconds left in regulation.

Season
tea
Highlight:
BG's second
matchup of the year with Miami was
quite possibly the biggest game of
the season, and was magnified by
the fact that Miami left Anderson
Arena in January with a 63-60 win.
BG was able to exact revenge in
Oxford, beating the RedHawks 8166. The win put BG in first place.

BALL STATE

CENTRAL MICHIGAN

EASTERN MICHIGAN

NORTHERN ILLINOIS

TOLEDO

WESTERN MICHIGAN

Racord: 15-14 (11-5)
Haad Coach: Tracy Roller
Kay Playars: Lisa Rusche, Julie
DeMuth. Kylie Jarrett
Tournamant

Record: 6-22 (2-13)
Head Coach: Sue Guevara
Key Players: Bntni Houghton.
Latisha Luckett, Candace Wilson
Tournament Seed: 6

Record: 17-11(11-5)
Head Coach: Annmane Gilbert
Key Players: Colleen Russell,
Alyssa Pittman. Canea Williams
Tournament Seed. 2

Record: 10-17(6-8)
Head Coach: Carol Owens
Key Players: Whitney Lowe, Kylie
York. Jessie Wilcox
Tournament Seed 4

Record: 12-15(5-10)
Head Coach: Mark Ehlen
Key Players: Jamesha Scotton.
Lisa Johnson. Nacole Stocks
Tournament Seed: 5

Record: 12-18 (9-7)
Head Coach: Ron Stewart
Key Players: Tiera DeLaHoussaye.
Amanda Parker. Ebony Oeary
Tournament Seed ■

Season

Season

Season Highlight:
On Feb. 13, Kent
State was in
town to face the
Huskies, and they
didn't disappoint
the home crowd. In a hotly contested game that needed overtime
to be settled. NIU walked away with
an 83-74 win in front of 602 fans.

Season Highlight: Only 457 fan
came ou to watch the Toledo vs.
Memphis showdown at
the Fedex Forum in
Tennessee. But
maybe that was
a good thing for
Tigers fans, as the
Rockets eked out a 71-68 overtime
victory behind Allie Clifton's careerhigh 24 points.

Season Highlight: The Broncos
hadn't beaten BG in five years, but
on Jan. 30 at
Anderson Arena.
they were finally
able to get over
the hump. Tiera
DeLaHoussaye
made several
clutch plays inside the two-minute
mark to preserve what would prove
to be a 79-73 victory.

W

'

%

Season Highlight:
Jan. 26 was Kylie
Jarrett Day. and
the Cardinals were a
team hungry to beat
visiting BG. They picked the Falcons
apart in all facets and cruised to a
68-47 win at home in front of 1,883
spectators. Jarrett led BSU in points
while Rusche. DeMuth and freshman Emily Maggert cleaned up
inside.

Highlight:
It wasn t
easy, but the
Chippewas

Highlight:
eae^PeJi^w

were able to

notch their
first MAC win of the season on Feb.
9 at Kent State in overtime. 87-70.
Candace Wilson and Angel Chan
each scored 20* points in the win.

2008 Player of the Year: Kate Achter
Other players in the MidAmerican Conference scored
more points. Others played
more minutes. Even more
shot at a higher percentage.
But none meant more to their
team's success than Achter did
to BO this season.
In reality, it's not that close.
Achter battled injuries throughout theconferenceseasnn.yetstill
managed to average 14.8 points
per game—good for fourth in
the MAC. She shot at just over 50
percent from the field. Her 6.73
assists a game ranked second
and her assist-to-turnovcr ratio
was a highly-effective 1.82.
But more than the stats,
Achter's leadership was the
most important facet of her
game this season.
She is one of only two seniors,
ans was charged with the difficult task of being a leader for the
team's sizeable group of underlcassmen(lOinall).
Judging by BG's 13-3 MAC:

Season Highlight: In their first
MAC game at Miami on Jan. 9, the
Bulls came back from a second half
deficit and eventually won. 62-57.
Jessica Fortman and Heather Turner
each recorded double-doubles. As
a team, the Bulls scored 41 points in
the second half.

Kate
Achter
Part of the winningest class in
MAC history

KATE ACHTER FILE
SCORING AVERAGE: 14 8
ASSISTS 6 73
ASSIST/TURNOVER
RATIO: 1.82

finish, the senior leadership of
Achter and fellow guard Whitney
Taylor paid off in a big way. Achter
played in all 30 of the Falcons'
games and logged 953 minutes.
Starting tonight, Achter
will play in her final MAC
Tournament, and will eventually go down as one of the best
point guards to play for the BG
women's basketball team in
recent memory.

EMU came
back from
an 11-point
deficit m the second half to force
overtime at Duquesne on Dec. 28.
but even that wasn't enough. The
game took two overtimes, with the
Eagles winning 79-77 in the second
extra period.

OFFENSIVE PLAYER
OF THE YEAR:
AMANDA JACKSON
(MIAMI)
Jackson was a scoring machine
this year. Her 21.9 points per game were tops in
the MAC. with the next closest total being 16.3.
Jackson also shot 84 percent from the free throw
line. Her point production played a major role in
Miami's success.

DEFENSIVE
PLAYER OF THE
YEAR: TIERA
DELAHOUSSAYE
(WMU)

E

Despite her team finishing third in the West,
DeLaHoussaye made life miserable for opposing
offenses all year long. She averaged a league-best
3.37 steals per game. As a point guard, she also
averaged 6.1 rebounds.

SIXTH MAN OF THE YEAR:
EMILY MAGGERT (BALL
STATE)

FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR:
LAURENPROCHASKA
(BOWLING
GREEN)
Prochaska came in as
part of BG's wave of new
players and proved to be
one of the most prolific
scoring freshmen in team
history. Her 14.7 points per game ranked fifth
in the conference and first among MAC
freshmen.

SURPRISE OF THE YEAR: BG'S
CONTINUED DOMINANCE
The Falcons lost their five top players to
graduation and brought in seven unproven
freshmen, yet were able to post a MAC-best
13-3 record. It was supposed to be a down
year for Curt Miller and the Falcons, but they
proved the critics wrong by overtaking all of
their East Division competition.

It's not too often that a freshman takes
such an award, but Maggert proved that
you don't need a world of experience to
make a big impact, Maggert averaged 12.1
points a game off the bench against MAC
opponents and shot 52.6 percent from the field.

2008 Coach of the Year: Curt Miller
After losing the five seniors who
comprised the majority of his rotation and brought his program to
last year's NCAA Sweet Sixteen,
Miller had to bring in a host of new
players and get back to teaching the
college game again.
Before the season started, BG
was picked to finish second in the
East behind Miami, and uncertainties abounded about how a
team with only three upperclassmen would fare against the rest of
the conference.
That orignial prediction never
quite panned out.
With 10 underclassmen comprising the vast majority of the active
roster, Miller was able to do his best
work yet, guiding the Falcons to a
24-6 (13-3) record this season.
In the process, his two seniors
became the most successful class
in MAC history, and he simultaneously became the most successful
coach in BG women's basketball
history.
Down tiie stretch of the conToday
Miami VS. WMU 12:30 p.m.
EMU VS. Ohio 3 p.m.
Ball State vs. Toledo 530 p.m.
BG vs. Kent Slate 8 pm

Curt
Miller
Has the most
career wins in BG
women's basketball
history
ference season. Miller tied and
eventually passed fonner coach
Fran Voll's record of 144 wins in
seven years.
Miller eclipsed the mark after
beating Miami on the road Feb. 23,
accomplishing the feat in the same
amount of time as\foll.
Miller also proved to be a steadfast motivator during a critical
stretch of the year.
In January, the Falcons lost three
MAC games in a row for the first
time in almost four years.
ihen came a road game at Toledo
on Feb. 2, in which BG rolled to a 7141 win.
The Falcons then won out the
rest of the season.
Friday
Semi-finals 12 p.m.. 2:30 p.m.
Saturday
Finals 1 p.m.

St. Patrick's Day Tees and Accessories!
"Choose from our collection of:
H Flashing Shamrock Necklaces
tt Custom St. Pattys Tees
H Shamrock Beads & Hats
H Ladies Tanks & Tees
123 S Main St • BG

aardvarkspe.com

>r
Buffet
at the

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
StA-ndatA, V/larch 23, 20O3

UAm - 2Pm

L&nkart (arand 13>allrooM
Call 419-372-7950 Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Reservation deadline is 5pm on Wednesday, March 19th

OVLenu IncCucCes
Appetizers
Carving Station
Assorted Galads
Various 'Entries
dou.rm.et XDesserts
Adults - *179S
Seniors 60* - *IH9S
Children H-12 gears oid - *7 50
Children under H yean o\d - f?fi«
&6SU Students - *IH95 MM.^.IO
(Parking in gated Lot <F is free with" 6uffet validation
Additionalparking is in Lot ■£ qffTHurstonJIvenue and
Lot y? at 'Last "Wooster and South College (Drive.
We accept Visa, Mastercard, & Discover
DINING SE

419-354-6686

3 Bedroom Houses

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

»

• 330 N. Church St. - $810
• 338 N. Church St. - $650
• 734 N. Elm St. - $785
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Around the MAC- Regular season statistics
WOMEN

MEN

MEN
Points per game

Div.

Ovr.

East Team

W-L

W-L

BG

13-3

24-6
20-10
17-12

Akron

11-5

Ohio

15-14

Miami

15-14

Carlos Medlock Eastern
Rebounds
Leon Williams Ohio

13-16

Joe Reitz
Western
Jeremiah Wood Akron

.10-18

Miami

12-4

Ohio

10-6

Div.

Ovr.

Tyrone Kent
Toledo
Giordan Watson Central

East Team

W-L

W-L

David Kool

Western

Tim Pollitz

Miami

16.0
15.9

Kent State

13-3

25-6
21-9

Michael Bramos Miami

15.9

Kent State

5-11

8-20

BG

9-7
9-7
7-9

Akron

2-14

7-23

Buffalo

3-13

8-8

Buffalo

West Team

W-L

W-L

West Team

W-L

Assists
Giordan Watson Central
Michael Allen Ohio
Al Fisher
Kent

19-11

Nick Dials

Akron

Haminn Quaintance Kent
Chris Knight

BGSU
WOMEN
Points per game

Amanda Jackson Miami
Lauren Kohn
Ohio

W-L

Eastern Michigan 11-5

17-11

Western Michigan 12-4

19-11

Ball State

15-14

Central Michigan

17.0
16.3

Anna Kowalska

Kent

KateAchter

BGSU

Lauren Prochaska BGSU

4.39
4.32
4.23
4.17
4.14

9.7
8.1
7.9
7.6
7.2

21.9
16.3
15.0
14.8
147

Assists

11-5

8-8.

13-16

Tiera Delahoussaye Western
KateAchter
BGSU

6.73

Stephanie Gibson

5.46

Western Michigan 9-7

12-18

Eastern Michigan 8-8

13-16

Northern Illinois

6-8

10-17

Toledo

7-8

10-18

Toledo

5-10

12-15

Ball State

5-11

6-23

Central Michigan

2-13

6-22

Central Michigan

3-12

6-21

2 Bedroom Duplexes

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

Today!

Jenna Schone
Miami
Porchia Green
Ball St.
Rebounds

5.33
4.59
10.6
8.1

Laura Markwood

Miami

Anna Kowalska
Heather Turner

Kent
Buffalo

Stephanie Ford

Miami

Latisha Luckett

Central

7.2
7.1

Today!
rSfesPls

sm WSSswik

s&#&mmSB&
099
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I

BS&SBK

HHwgBm
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7.8

• 315 1/2 S. Main - $410
• 319 S. Main ■ $410
•316 Ridge St. Front - $745
• 308 N. Enterprise ■ $745

Skate Patrick's Day

GBHRI

Kent

7.77

Hi
sgH

Tuesday, March llth Z008
8-ilpm @ BGSU Ice Arena
Casino (iames with nri/cs:
Roulette, Blackjack, PexasHoldem

mm

SW*'

and slot maehine

■

".

"■

,■•

■

■

■

Free Admission and Skate Rental
the entire event is
Pri/es Include:

BGSI apparel and donations
from local businesses

2aea

:r *m
408 Bimen-Thompson Student Union

419

organu;ition-
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G-AI Fisher, Kent State

G-KateAchter.BG

Fisher's accomplishments have already
been lauded throughout this issue, but
his presence in the Golden Flashes
lineup was a key cog this season in the
Flashes rise to the top o( the conference and ultimately the Top 25.

Achter played hurt through most ol
the conference season, but was able
to average over 14 points and six
assists per game. She was a leader
on the MAC's best team (15-5) and
logged a total of 953 minutes this
season.

G - Michael Bramos, Miami

C-Leon Williams. Ohio
The Ohio center led the conference in
rebounding with 10 per game and was
the only player to average double-digit
rebounds. His 15.6 points per game
were also a stabaltzmg force for the
Bobcats If Ohio returns to the NCAAs
it will be on Williams' shoulders.

E
A

G-Amanda Jackson,
Miami
Jackson was far and away the best
scorer in the MAC this year, averaging over 21 points a game. She was a
major factor in MU's 12-4 record.

F - Tim Pollitz, Miami

G-Jenna Schone,
Miami
Miami's offensive attack is fourpronged, with Schone being one of
that four She averaged 13.9 points
and 5.33 assists per game.

F Haminn Quaintance, KSU

F_lauren Kohn> Ohio

Quaintance makes the list for his
defensive contributions that he made to
the Kent State attack Finished seventh
in the conference with 1.75 steals per
game and first in the conference with
211 blocks per game and 63 5 percent
shooting percentage

A difference maker all season for the
10-6 Bobcats. Kohn averaged 16.4
points a game-good for second
best in the MAC- along with 6.1
rebounds and a 420 three-point
shooting percentage

G - Carlos Medlock,
Eastern Michigan

G-Tiera
DeLaHoussaye,
Western Michigan

Finished ninth in the conference by
averaging 14.2 points per game. His
412 assists per game were good fifth
overall in the conference. He was also
eighth in free-throw percentage at 82
percent

The Broncos' multi-threat point
guard averaged almost four steals
and eight assists per game.

G-Porchia Green.
Ball State

G-Giordan Watson, CMU
The Chippewa guard finished in the
top three ol scoring with 16? points
per game. Watson finished in the top
three in the conference of assists with
4.51 per game. Also finished second
behind UT s Jonathan Amos with 1.92
steals per game.
C-JoeReitz.WMU
Averaged 15.3 points per game to go
along with 8.4 rebounds, which was
good for second in the conference
behind Ohio's Leon Williams. His 56.5
shooting percentage was good for third
behind KSU s Haminn Quaintance and
WiPiams.

F - Tyrone Kent Toledo
Led the conference m scoring with a
169 scoring average and was good
fourth in the conference with 1.84
steals per game He was one of the
lone bright spots in a very dissapointing season for the Rockets.

David Kool.WMU

Led Western Michigan with 15.4 points
per game. His scoring average was good
for sixth m the conference. He finished
third in the conference win an 86.1 free
throw shooting percentage and made 2.5
three-point attempts per game.

LA

On a team of solid post players.
Green stood out in the backcourt.
She led the Cardinals in scoring at
13 points per contest and 4.9 assists.

W C-Colleen Russell,
Eastern Michigan

E

At 6-5. Russell was tough to handle
in the post this season Her 12.8
points per game were tops on her
team, and she shot 48 percent from

of two seniors and one junior
compared to 10 underclassmen,
hut they've found a way to make
it all come together, and they've
been playing some pretty great
basketball for the last month. I
think they're ready to take it to
the next level.
Miami presents the biggest challenge to BG, but with Western
Michigan and Ball State on their
half of the bracket, there's no
guaranteed spot in the final game.
WhilcOhio, Ball State and Fastern
Michigan are all solid teams, Ball
Slate was the only one of the three
to give the Falcons serious trouble. The final four in the tourney should consist of BG, Miami,
BSU and Ohio, whom 1 think will
beat a higher-seeded F.MIJ. Again,
don't overlook Western Michigan.
Teams that I believe will
win one game and then get
See WOMEN | Page 18

So here's my conundrum (that's
right, sports writers use big
words) with picking in a winner
for the men's side of the MAC
tournament.
This whole conference is a
crap-shoot.
Anybody is capable of beating
anybody on any given night.
We saw Northern Illinois go
into Akron and end Roo-Town's
22-game home winning streak.
Anybody give the Huskies much
of a chance in that one prior to
the game?
And I know everybody had
conference-leading Kent State
losing both of its matchups visiting its 1-75 neighbors to the west
in Toledo and Bowling Green.
What about Buffalo nearly
beating Western Michigan in
double-overtime - the same
WMU team that won the west

division and the same Buffalo
team that finished last in the east
division.
"Fhese kinds of games are what
makes picking a winner out of
this conference so difficult nobody really knows who is going
to win. They have a good idea, hut
nobody really knows for sure.
I guess the best way to determine a winner would be by process of elimination.
Let's start off with Buffalo they arc not winning (his thing,
so let's just move on.
Northern Illinois has had a
rough season and we extend our
deepest condolences to everyone
that was involved in the terrible
tragedy on February 14, but this
team is just not good enough to
win four games in four days.
Seeing as this game is not
being played in Savage Hall, you

can pretty much cross Toledo off
the list as well - they did not win
a game on the road this season
and I doubt they arc about to
start now.
Payton Stovall may be up for
numerous senior awards this
season, hut even his greatest
performance will not carry this
Ball State team to a tournament
victory.
Look for these four teams to
be heading home on the first day
of the tournament. That leaves
us with Kent State. Western
Michigan, Akron. Ohio, Miami.
Fastern
Michigan, Central
Michigan and Bowling Green.
BG's time will come next season when they bring back every
member of this team, hut a secSee MEN | Page 18

F-Julie
DeMuth. Ball State
OeMuth was a big contributer in
the post this year. She averaged
11.8 points. 6 7 rebounds. She shot
just over 76 percent from the free
throw line.

F-WhitneyLowe,
Northern Illinois

1%

In 29 minutes a game for the
Huskies. Lowe put up a team-best
11.3 points She also shot 80 percent
from the charity stripe.

ATTENTION BG'.
SEHESUIUMttf
HOWWMUmEflK

FALL 2008

crushed at Ball State. The team
went on a three-game conference
losing streak for the first time in
four years, and opposing teams
were starting to smell blood. Alter
years of being on the losing end
of the head-to-head matchup,
Miami and Ball State players and
coaches were on cloud nine after
finally beating BG.
After the loss to Western Michigan,
I was ready to name Miami as the
team to beat in the Bast. Amanda
Jackson was the conference's leading scorer and the team played
solid defense all year.
Then BG showed the rest of the
conferencethat they weren't readyto cede the title of MAC's best
team. 'They dismantled Toledo at
Savage Hall and never lost another game the rest of the season.
The two wins that sealed my pick
came in ultra-tough back-to-back
weeks on the road against Miami
and Ohio. After that, I was sold.
Sure, Miller's team consists only

'

Semester Leases

/

For any of you who remember last
year's BG News Mid-American
Conference Tourney preview, my
predicted winner is taking on a
very familiar tone.
You guessed it; I'm going with the
MAO Player, Freshman and Coach
of the Year and taking BG.
Now this wasn't as easy of a pick
as it was last year. In 2007. the
Falcons lost only one conference
game—an "oops, we lost" game
to Ohio in February. Coach Curt
Miller had a seven-player rotation that featured five seniors,
and those seniors delivered and
then some.
It's almost been a year since that
group of talented players, led by
forward All Mann, won their third
consecutive conference championship, and the compelition has
grown up in both divisions.
Respite their record in 2008, BG
didn't cruise hy any means. They
were beaten at home by Miami
and Western Michigan and were

inconsistency makes winner hard
to pick in men's tournament

WOMEN

MEN

\

should yield similar results

Bennett helped proved senior leadership on a team that went 8-8 in MAC
play this season She led the Bulls
in scoring, averaging 13.1 points per
game.

Pollitz was a force in the middle for the
Redhawks Averaged 16.2 points per
game and averaged 7 3 rebounds per
game. His 56 percent shooting ranked
him in the top five in the conference.
His team will hope to ride his impressive plav back to the "big dance."

F

BG has a different lineup but

G-Stephanie Bennett,
Buffalo

The junior averaged 15 6 points per
game and his 81 percent free throw
shooting percentage ranked him in the
top ten. His last-second heroics in last
years tourament were the beginning of
his greatness.

Tuesday. March 11.200815
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Friday Match 14th 6-10pm
US6:West
7582 US MUTE 6/23
Gbsonbutg, OH 43431

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-1717
445 E. W00STER
^8reenbriarrentals.com
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PART-TIME SEASONAL POSITIONS
Pay Range $7.00 to $11.00 per hour
Pay will be based on position hired to fill

The City of Bowling Green Parks & Recreation Department
is seeking individuals to join its summer staff
in the following classifications:
Sport> Program Supervisor, Camp Program Supervisor,
Adult Softball Scorekeeper. Cheerleadlng Instructor, Youth Softball Umpire,
Track Instructor, Special Programmer (Events), Safety Town Director,
Safety Town Assistant, Concession Manager, Concession Attendant,
and Programmers to conduct days camps, nature camps and sports camps
for youth from 3 1/2 to 14 years of age.
These are part-time, temporary positions without trlnge benefits Must be able to
work flexible schedule Including evenings and weekends through August with no
vacations or long weekends off Interested persons must complete on application
packet In the City of Bowling Green's Personnel Department, 304 N. Church St.,
Bowling green, Ohio. 43402-2399, Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Telephone: (419) 354-6229; web: www.bgohlo.org; email. bgpersonnel@bgohio.
org. Interviews and hiring will begin In April however applications will be occeptea
t
through June 6.2008. EEO/AA
f

give-a-ways

DVD specials &
polaroids will be
available!
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Falcons fly into second round
Hockey will face Miami next
in CCHA playoffs
By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

CELEBRATE: Jake Cepis' goal 154 mlo overtime Sunday placed BG in (he playoffs' second round for the first time in a decade.

ANDYSMAKR

IMiBGNiWb

Lake Superior Stale goalie Pat
Inglis cheated glove side; lacob
Cepis went high blocker and
scored 1:34 into the first overtime playoff game in Bowling
Green in more than a decade.
Now, the Falcons are heading to the second round of
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association playoffs.
The Cepis blast from the top
of the circle both ended Lake
Superior State's season and put
the cap on a game in which
BG never held a lead for the
entire 61:34 of playing time.
The defining play developed
as junior defenseman Kevin
Schmidt hit Cepis with a clearing pass and the freshman from
Parma, Ohio, did the rest, sending BG to the second round of
CCHA play for the first time
since the 2000-01 season.
"I just got on the ice and circled
and Schmidt caught me in stride,
the defenseman was giving me a
lot of room. I just saw the goalie
cheating a little bit over there so
I just shot it as hard as I could,"
Cepis said.
I lowever the Cepis goal would
not have been possible had it
not been for sophomore Todd
Mcllrath's tally with three minutes remaining. Mcllrath tied
up the contest when he beat a
scrambling Inglis high on assists
from Schmidt and sophomore
Tommy Dee.
Scoring in the contest started
early as the lakers Will Acton
beat junior netminder limmy
Spratt a little over a minute in
on a weak rebound after a shot
on the rush by Simon Gysbers.
The Falcons responded quickly
to the tally at the 6:03 mark as
Tomas Petruska converted a
David Solway pass on the power
play, BG's first of two man
advantage goals.
Entering the second period
lake Superior seemed in a position to run away with the game

as they had done the night before,
recording two goals less than
three minutes apart. The first
came on a controversial call as
no whistle was blown when BG
touched the puck on a delayed
penalty.
Tim Maxwell was also whistled for a double minor during
the goal leading to a four-minute
power play in which the lakers
extended their lead to 3-1.
Lake Superior sophomore
Nathan Perkovich nearly extended the laker lead minutes later
as he beat Spratt on a breakaway,
but couldn't find the net.
"Perkovich just lost it, it just
rolled off his stick. Sometimes
things just aren't meant to be,"
said lake Superior head coach
|im Roque.
The laker chance on the
breakaway proved even more
pivotal in the game, as on the
next up-ice rush for BG, TriCaptain and llobey Baker hopeful Derek VVhitmore pulled the
Falcons within one, converting
a rebound chance from fellow
captain )ohn Mazzei's wrist shot.
The third period turned into a
goaltender dual between Spratt
and Inglis. neither of whom
started game one of the series.
Spratt stopped all nine shots he
faced in the period contributing
to his game total 29 saves while
BG continued to barrage shots
against Inglis who stopped 18 in
the period and 49 in the game.
"That goalie, I think we had
what 53 shots, he played a phenomenal game. 1 mean we were
throwing everything we had at
him," Cepis said.
However Inglis couldn't shut
out the Falcons in third as
Mcllrath, who had three points
in the series, tied the game late.
Following the tying goal the
Falcons tried feverishly to take
the lead before the extra period
as both Cepis and Whimore had
quality chances with less than
See HOCKEY | Page 18

Baseball team coming together after spring trip
seven-day period.
However, they were not able
to play their last game against
While many students may have Vermont, who was unable to
spent their spring break under make it to Florida due to weathsunny skies or the comfort of er conditions.
their home, the University's
After losing their first
baseball team traveled to the four games against Western
Sunshine State to play ball.
Michigan, Villanova and two
"It was a spring trip," said Nick losses against Northeastern,
Cantrell, one of the team's cap- the Falcons went on a threetains. "It was like spring train- game winning streak.
ing; we tried to give everyone a
Following the victories
chance to play."
against Fairfield, Florida
Cantrell is a senior right- Gulf Coast and Northeastern,
handed pitcher who has made whom they played three games
more than 60 appearances on against, the Falcons began to
the field during his career as a gelFalcon.
The Falcons were scheduled
See BASEBALL | Page 18
to play eight games during this
By Kri.tin McKissic
Reporter

BE THE "SMARTEST PERSON" IN BG

BG NEW fit PHOTO
CATCHING UP: BG won the last three games ol their annual spring trip

• Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance On-Line! • High Speed Internet Included! • Pay Rent On-line! • Friendly Staff!

YOUR TICKET

WIN A

FREE T-SHIRT
AND BE

TO A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE!

£

FEATURED IN /
THE BG NEWS \
FOR A WEEK_\
i

One winner will be selected each week.
Each issue of The News has
a trivia question and answer.

— Want to be a Winner? —

WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
.COMING SOON: BY AUGUST 2008
Kitchen Cabinets w/built
in Dishwasher, and microwaves

Search (or "The BG News" group at Facebook.com,
join, and take the weekly quiz every Friday.

(let Connected!
Read The BG Newsdail)
and gel immediate updates online <"
www.bgnews.com

•
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Early woes continue for winless BG Softball team
By Jordan Cravani
Reporter

CHRISTINA MCGINNS I THE BG NEWS

ROUGH SWING: The BG gymnastics team hasn't won a meet since February 16.

Gymnastics team drops
three meets over break
By Sun Shapiro

Reporter
The Bowling Green gymnastics
team had a tough spring break as
they tailed to register a win in all
three meets they competed in.
Their final meet during the break
came Sunday night in a four-team
meet at Raleigh. N.C. In the meet
the Falcons finished third out of
four as host North Carolina won
with a 195.075. BG recorded the
third-place finish with an overall
team score of 190.950.
"I was happy we continued from
our hist week score. Overall, we
were a little disappointed that we
haven't we been back up to some
of our higher scores of the season."
coach Kerrie Beach said.
The finish continued the Falcons
free-fall in recent weeks, as they
have not won a meet since Feb. 1 fi
against Central Michigan.
BG's first rotation came on the
uneven bars, where they scored a
team score of 47.775. leading the
Falcons was sophomore Breanne
Guy. who finished sixth in the meet
with a career-high score of 9.775.
following die uneven bars the
Falcons went to the beam for the
second rotation. The beam had
been BG's best event the prior
week, but they struggled as a

team in North Carolina Queenita
Gamble was the Falcons' best
athlete on the beam, recording a
score of 9.700 — the third time
in four weeks she recorded 9.700
or higher. Katie follett also had a
strong night, finishing 10th with a
score of 9.650.
However the Falcons' most disappointing event was the floor, an
event in which they usually succeed as a team. The reason for
the struggles spum off sophomore
Morgan Balzer still being out with
injury, leading the Falcons to only
have five athletes compete in the
event.
"After Morgan Balzer's injury at
Kent State last week, we have not
been able to fill her spot yet. It has
been challenging since she was
such a big pan of the line up. \\b
have some other athletes training
on floor, so hopefully this Friday
we should be able to fill the spot,"
Beach said.
lacuue Bernhardt was the best
athlete on the floor, scoring a 9.725
and coming in seventh for the
competition.
BG's best and final event turned
out to be the vault, as they scored
a team score of 48.100. Guy's 9.800
tied her for first in the competition,
the only Ialcon to win an event or
finish in the top three all evening

The BG women's soft ba 11 tea m
is still looking for its first win
after dropping four games
at the War Eagle Classic in
Auburn, Ala.
With the Falcons' loss, the
team drops to 0-9 on the
season, after posting similar
results in its previous tournament.
Despite a disappointing
weekend, BG was able to hold
a strong Tennessee Tech team,
who made a tournament run
to the Sweet Sixteen last year,
to one run.
On the mound, Hayley
Weimer and Emily Gouge
turned in solid performances,
holding the Golden Eagles
scoreless for 6.2 innings,
accounting for nine strikeouts
between the duo.
However, BG was unable to
produce run support to complement the dynamic pitching
performance.
Another heartbreaker for the
team came with a 6-5 loss to

BG NEWS FILE PHOTO

HIGH MARKS: Despite the team's struggles in the War Eagle Classic. Dawniene Delong hit 444 over the four-game stretch.

Lipscomb in an offensive battie, which fell in favor of the
Lady Bison.
I calling the way offensively
for the Falcons in the game was
Allison Vallas, who went 3-for-3,

• Good Pay
• Work at the Heart of the Campus
• Build Your Resume
• Great Facilities
• Flexible Hours

• Audio Visual Services
• Building Services
• Custodial Services
• Information Center
• Office Assistants

Students seeking employment with the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union will be
required to attend an information session
that will describe each position, pay rates,
and expectations for working in the Student
Union. The information session is the ONLY
place that applications will be distributed...
so tell your friends!

Information Session:
Tues,Mofth25,9:15p.m.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Ballroom A

We look forward to seeing you there!

William Shatner came to campus on Nov. 5.1976 and
spoke to the:
a. trustees
b fekkies
c. yuppies
d. preppies
sdi^ai) q JiMsue
Check out The BG News Faceboblt page Friday.
Answer all live questions for your chance
to win prizes and recognition!
Each issue has a question and answer for Friday's quiz

Y

T

knocking a triple off the fence
and driving in three runs.
Freshman Haleigh Biclstein
and Katelynn Boso also made
big contributions at the plate
as Bielstein recorded her first

collegiate RBI and Boso went 2of-3 with a single and a double.
Georgia Southern and
Auburn handed BG its other
two losses, by scores of 3-1 and
7-0.
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HOCKEY
From Page 16
two minutes left.
The clock was slated for 20
minutes of extra play in which
either team could go to the next
round but Cepis made sure that
there was no doubt who was
moving on in overtimes First and
only shot.
"What's great about it is, we
haven't won a home playoff
series in a long time and it's a
good moment for the program
and these guys deserve it," said
head coach Scott Paluch.
Game three came after a
back-and-forth First two games
Friday, a 4-3 Falcon victory, and
Saturday, a 6-1 shellacking by
the Lakers in which they beat BG

LEFT OUT: Sofball will no! be on the Olympk program for the 2012 games in London.
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USA softball team in final Olympic swing
By Tom With.rs
The Associated Press

ALXAMONTI-: SPRINGS, Fla.
— When the black charter bus
with its timed windows filially
turned Into the parking lot, the
young girls wearing replica jcrseys with Tinch." "Fernandez"
and "Osterman" on their backs
screamed with delight and
scrambled for a closer look.
Their moms and dads did the
same, only much quieter.
You'd think I lannah Montana
was on board.
Nope, just some softball players. But not ordinary ones. I he
best on [1111 planet.
And as the U.S. women's
national team stepped oft the
bus and the players began gathering their equipment bags
more than two hours before an
exhibition game against Central
l-'lorida, they were cheered like
rock stars.
"Everywhere we go, everyone

loves us," shortstop Natasha
Watlcy said. "It's not like when
we get to the Olympics and
everyone hates us."
Six months before packing
up bats and gloves to depart for
China, the three-time defending gold medalists are Zigzagging the country on a 62-gamc
tour covering more than 37.000
miles to prepare for the Beijing
Games and spread the gospel
of softball.
And, for some, to say goodbye.
lust shy of its fourth Olympic
appearance, softball. which was
introduced along with women's soccer at the 1996 Atlanta
(lames, will be taking its final
swing for a while.
Three
years
ago.
the
International
Olympic
Committee voted softball and
baseball off the program for
ixindon's 2012 Games, a stunning decision that blindsided
the American team, which was
coming off its record-smashing

run through the 2004 tournament in Athens. The IOC will
vote in October 2009 whether to
bring softball back.
"It was devastating," said Lisa
Fernandez, a three-time gold
medalist widely considered the
game's greatest player. "I'm not
even sure that's a strong enough
word to describe how I felt. You
think you're golden, you feel like
you're at the lop of the game,
and all of a sudden it all gets
taken away with no warning and
really with no explanation."
Softball has enjoyed unprecedented growth at all levels in
the past decade and could be
reinstated for the 2016 dames,
although that's not guaranteed. What annoys many players on the roster is that IOC
members, who voted 52-52
With one abstention in 2005,
seemed to pair softball with
baseball, whose steroid problem is threatening to unravel
the national pastime.

ond-round exit in the MAC tournament is probably where the Falcon
ride will end.
ThcYpsi-ArborBowlinYpsilanti,
Mich, comes BG News approved
but even a nice bowling alley will
not garner the Eagles of Eastern
Michigan any hopes of advancing past the second round of the
tournament.
Another directional Michigan
school is Central Michigan and it
is also probably heading out in the
second round. Giordan, Watson
can only take that team so far.
Miami rounds out the teams
headi ng home on t he second day of
the tournament. BG, EMU, CMU.
MU all lacked byes in this round

WOMEN
From Page 15
bounced include WMU. 'Toledo
and Northern Illinois. Eastern
Michigan will lose to Ohio in the
second round, but they also have
a bye.
Toledo could do some damage

Experience college life in
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—<—

eight shots, but still got the call
in game three.
But perhaps the biggest part
of the 6-1 loss was the injury
to defenseman Kyle Page, who
averages close to 28 minutes a
game. Page broke the radius in
his wrist late in the first period.
"You look to the first two games,
we let up three goals in four periods with Kyle Page in the line
up, and six in two without him.
I think that was a pretty telling
tale of what Kyle means to our
team, he's a leader back there,
he's a stalwart," Paluch said.
Despite the loss, the Falcons
regrouped Sunday and now
head to Oxford Friday to face
off against the second-seeded
Miami Redhawks. BG split the
season series with Miami at the
BG ice arena.

and that will catch up to them.
So we are down to four teams:
Kent State, Western Michigan,
Akron and Ohio. All four of these
teams should be rested for the second round and should be able to
advance past teams (hat played
the previous day.
Akron never wins this thing and
always finds a way to go out with a
bang in the tournament.
I.ast year they lost on a crazy
hank-shot 3-pointer by Miami's
Doug Penno with no time remaining - if that is not an indication
that your team has no luck in a
particular event. I do not know
what is.
So, cross Roo-Town off the list.
This is where the hard part
comes in. flow do you choose
a winner between Kent State,
Western Michigan and Ohio?

These are arguably the three most
talented teams in the league.
Kent State has had success in
this tournament but you know
what, I am not picking them to
win,
I believe your winning school
goes by the nickname of the
"Harvard on the Hocking" (which
is kind of stupid, but whatever).
Yep, I am going to ride big Leon
Williams' shoulders to the finish
and pick the Ohio Bobcats to win
it all.
Although, I would not consider
that prediction a stone-cold lock
destined for success, last season,
I picked Kent State to win it all and
had the eventual champion Miami
going out in the second round.
Go figure.

in their half of the braket because
they'll surely be playing with a lot
of emotion. UT head coach Mark
Ehlen resigned earlier this season
and is coaching in his final games
after a successful career up North
with the Rockets.
Teams that 1 feel will be first
round victims are Buffalo. Akron.
Kent and Central Michigan.
Combined, the four teams have a
total of 17 MAC wins this season,
which is just four more than BG.

Enough said, unless you want
to rail on that unfortunate bunch
some more.
Overall, this should be a very
entertaining tournament that
could feature a few upsets in the
first two days. While BG should
win for the fourth year in a row. it
won't be as clear cut as fans have
grown accustomed to.

BASEBALL

Mechanicsville, Va.
The other team captain, centerfielder Travis Owens, said the
games made the team realize
the potential they possess and
what results they are capable of.
"We're a team that has to have
everybody step up and contribute to the win." Owens said. "It
takes more than just one person
to win a game. We have to do it
together."
Next the Falcons are scheduled to head down to Cincinnati
tomorrow to play the Bearcats
at 4 p.m.
Coming out of their threegame winning streak, the
Falcons are up for the challenge.
"If we keep playing the way
we played the last three games,
we could be very successful,"
Light said.

From Page 16
"The last three games the
team started joining together,"
Cantrell said. "We put the three
phases together, good pitching,
very good defense and timely
hitting."
After going 3-4 this spring
break, the Falcons are 22-16 in
their trips to Bradenton, Fla.,
since making this an annual
trip in 2004.
The trip was not only a physical aspect, it also helped the
team socialize.
"It helped us get to know each
other better, come together
and see what it'll take for us
to win," said lunior Kevin
Little, left-handed pitcher from

Contribuied by Bill Bordewick

Comribuleil by Chris Vnloschuk
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in all aspects of the game.
BG's underclassmen turned
out to be the stars of the night
Friday, as freshman Nick Eno
won his first collegiate playoff
game in his first start and defensive stalwart Andrew Krelove
recorded his first career goal
5:03 into the contest.
Eno played well in his first
collegiate playoff game, turning
away 20 shots and more importantly making several key saves
late in the third while BG held
onto its one-goal lead.
Game two proved to be a
different story for Eno and the
Falcons as the goalie was chased
after the second period, in which
four of the 15 shots he faced
turned into Laker goals. Spratt
came in the third and didn't
do much better, stopping six of
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NOT JUST WHAT YOU WANT...WHAT YOU NEED!

Die Coolest Way to MM'>,1&"m
tell free 866-Unprol'™'!
mrw.tonerouM.coM

FREE Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher,
PART-TIME SEASONAL POSITION

Built-in Microvwave
FREE Internet/Cable, Private Shuttle Service
PRIVATE Baths in each Bedroom
HUGE Bedrooms and Closet Space
HUGE Back Deck area perfect for Cook-Outs

Bowling Green Parks
• & Recreation
Park Laborer-Maintenance
Pay Range $7.00 - $11.00 per hour

LOW Monthly Rates!

The City of Bowling Gieen's Parks &' Recreation
Department Is seeking qualified, dependable
individuals tor its part-time sedsond! maintendnce stall.

FREE T-Shirt with Application!

These are part-time, temporary positions without fringe
benefits. Individuals must be at least 18 yean old and
have a valid driver's license. Previous experience with
small tractors, grounds maintenance, aquatic facility,
and/or softball field maintenance beneficial.
Mutt be able to wdrk flexible schedule up to 40 hours per
week for the full term of trie seasonal employment
,
Including evening and weekend hours.
Individuals must complete an application packet
that Is available In the Personnel Department ot the
City of Bowling Green, 304 N. Church St.,
Bowling Green, OH 43402-2399. telephone: (419) 354-6229;
web: www.bgohlo.org; email: BGPersonnel@bgohlo.org.
Interviews and hiring will begin In March however
applications will be accepted through August. 2008.
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CATCH

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

all the ACTION!

Are you HONEST? DETAILED? ENERGETIC and DEPENDABLE? A
locally owned Mighty Mouse Maid
cleaning bus seeking females with
above attributes for pt time work.
Needed availability btwn. 7:30amnoon. M-F. Starting pay $7 per hr.
Call Calhleen 419-308-1595

Summer Job A Internship Fair
Wednesday, March 19, 11am - 3pm
Student Union Ballroon
Over 55 companies recruiting!

Men's & Women's
MAC Tourney
WBGU88.1 FM

We broadcast more
sports than any other
college radio station
in the nation

BG

NEWS
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Travel
SPRING DISCOUNT PACKAGES1!
Ytbtravel.com/jwm
INCOME OPPORTUNITY
CALL 419/290-7804

Wanted
Summer Subleaser Wanled
$313 00 & FREE WATER
(419)346-3800

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING1 up to S300/day. No
exp necessary Training provided

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
400 Counselors/Instructors needed'
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www lohikan com
CAMP COUNSELORS - Secure
your summer job early1 We otter traditional day. sports, and specialty
camps (art. adventure, teen extreme
& outdoor ed.) Season runs early
June - late August. Counselors must
be at least 18 yrs old: bilingual
(Spanish/English) skills desirable
Sites available throughoul city including Powell. Worthmgton, Gahanna. Hilliard. Pickenngton. Canal
Winchester. Reynoldsburg. Bexley.
Whitehall, Hilltop. Grove City, Lockbourne & Circleville
EXTENDED CARE - stall are also
needed at most camp locations to
provide care and supervision ol
school-age children before and after
camp hours (7-9 am and 3-6pm)
Visit
www ymcacolumbus ortg
download an application, and learn
more. Resumes are also accepted
through the addresses on the website, or call 614-224-1142 to get the
number lor a camp director near
your home EOE
1

Dancers Wanted! Need SSS. Make
big SSS Flex schedules No experience needed Must be 18 yrs Call
419-476-9615
Direct Care Openings! Do you have
what it takes to assist persons with
MR/DD with daily living skills in a
group home setting'7 Full time, part
time. & Sub positions available
$8.50 -$13 18/hr based on exp Positions require High School Diploma or
GED and valid drivers license & acceptable driving record Obtain application at Wood County Board of
MR/DD, 11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowling Green. Ent. B, Mon-Fri.
8am-4:30pm or download from
vmw,woodlnnere»idential.org.
EOE

IvywocC *
IV* Blocks From Campus
Studios &1 Bedrooms:
Studios. Irani $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435
Move in February or March and receive
$100 otl your first month's rent!

C/», Pen trWctme
Start Term Lnsst Avail
4H-35Z-78H

u

The Daily Crossword Fix

brought to you by

Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com
Get Paid To Play Video Games!
Earn S20-S100 to test and play new
videogames www.videogamepay.
com

IFALMI
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Hand Addressing Envelopes
Marketing company in need of people to hand address envelopes.
Make money from home, or work in
our Waterville office. Immediate opportunities available. Please call
419-441-1005 and ask lor Wendy, or
visit our website @
www.TomRichardMarketing.com
LIFEGUARD: Part time: Musi have
current Lifeguard, CPR and First Aid
Certification. Varied hours to include
evenings or weekends. Position will
be year round employment Water
Safely Instructor Certification preferred or WSI training will be provided. Sunshine offers excellent
benefits, quality on-going training
programs, competitive wages and
potential for growth. Apply in person
at Sunshine Inc of NW Ohio. 7223
Maumee-Weslern Rd., Maumee OH
43537 Applications accepted Mon Fri.. 8am-4pm. For more information
and to learn about additional employment opportunities, please call
419-794-1368 or visit
www.wor1t4sunshtne.org. EOE
Seeking exp. dependable & enthusiastic wait staff, bar help & cooks to
work in a one of a kind diner, located
with in a motorcycle shop. Must be at
leasl 19 yrs.. all hours avail. Apply in
person or send resume lo: Skeeler's
Diner 10075 Waierville-Swanlon Rd
Whitehouse OH 43571.
Summer Camp Counselor for children w/disabihties Musi have slrong
work ethic and be interesled in making a difference in the life of a child.
S9-S11 hr. 35 hr/wk, summer only 5
sites in Summit County. Ohio. Must
enjoy outdoor activities. Visit
www.akroncyo.org to download an
application from the Employment link
EOE
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE! CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS - Children's
sleep-away camp. Northeast Pennsylvania 6/21-8/17. If you love children and want a caring, lun environment we need Counselors for Tennis. Swimming, Golf, Gymnastics.
Cheerleadtng, Drama. High & Low
Ropes, Team Sports. Waterskiing,
Sailing. Painting/Drawing. Ceramics,
Silkscreen. Printmaking. Batik. Jewelry. Calligraphy. Photography,
Sculpture. Guitar. Aerobics. Self-De(ense, Video, Piano Other: Administrative. CDL Driver, Nurses (RN's &
Nursing Students), Bookkeeper.
Mother's Helper On campus interviews March 26. Select The Camp
That Selects The Best Staff! Call
215-944-3069 or apply at
www campwa^n.egfdsJcom

Oscar
Bowling Green
Lincoln Mercury
Jeep Eagle
1079 N. Main, BG

-

SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
Want men willing lo learn to work on
wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle of August.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers and floor
sanding machines. Also measuring,
laying out and painting game lines
and art work and applying gym floor
finish. We will thoroughly Irain you in
all phases of the work Job pays $8
per hour You can expect between
40-50 hours per week. Hours can be
flexible. Must be punctual and reliable and willing to accept responsibility. Please contact Joe Koch,
419-340-6270 or lax resume to
419-825-1714.
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For Sale
Clean pillow top mattress set. S150
Brand new, in plastic with warranty.
Can deliver (419)514-4541

For Rent
S315 FREE GAS, WATER, CABLE
2 subleasers needed in May
Clough & S Mercer 216-402-5896
■ 3 bdrm. available in August
* 1 or 2 bdrm. avail May or August.
For more into call 419-354-9740
3 bdrm newly renovated home, close
to campus Nice yard Avail 8/1/08-7/
31/09 S812 mo. (4191308-2406

1. Domicile
6. Eye affliction
10. Bickering
14. Collections of
sayings credited to Jesus
15. One who takes orders
16. Biblical birthright seller
17. Meteorological phenomenon
20 Breastbones
21.
manual
22. "Don't
I"
23. Bang-up
25. Brickbat
28. Habitually disposed
to disobedience
34. Arm bone
35. Femme fatale
36."
to Billie Joe"
37. "Welcome" site
38 Charger
39. Black gold

1. "Ah, me!"
2. Attack
3. Shrek
4. Lite-size display
5. Brings home
6. Ponzi scheme, e.g.
7. As a result
8. "Amen!"
9. Lizard, old-style
10. Prickly plant
11. "Cast Away" setting
12. C-worlhy?
13. Bother
18. Black-and-white
diving birds
19. Altercation
23. All over again
24. Didn't have enough
25. Poison plant
26. Grassy plain
27. Bit ol high links
29. Heir's concern
30. Encumbrances
31. Baggy
32 Decree
33 Shops selling
ready-to-eat foods
38 Closed
41. Jack

40. "Gimme
!" (start of an
Iowa State cheer)
41. Caravansaries
42. Fungal spore sacs
43. Traditional game found
as a sidestall at funfairs.

46."

42. Spanish fortresses
built by the Moors
44. Portugal city known
for port wine
45. Nay opposers
49. Squeezing (out)
50. Japanese stringed
instrument
51. "Terrible" czar
52. Take as spoils
53. Top Tatar
54. Level, in London
55. Food sticker
56. "
bitten, twice
shy"
57. Ancient
59. Wharton degree
60. Photo

A N S \A/ E R S

go!"

i

47.
48.
50.
53.

Cracker spread
Common Market inits.
Bolshoi rival
Small volcanic island in
Indonesia between
Java and Sumatra
58. Excessive emphasis on
61. 1920's chief lustice
62. Bent
63. "Eraserhead" star Jack
64. "I'm _ you!"
65. Bad marks
66. Excessive desire
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3 bedrm. 404 S. College S650 per
month, plus utilities. Available Aug
419-352-4850
1 bdrm apl across from campus
Avail. May or Aug. 1 yr lease. S350
plus util (419)897-5997
12 month leases starting May 2008
613 5th-3 BR House
S795 + util
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
S900 ♦ util
1204 E Wooster St - 4 BR House
$1440 +Util
453 S Prospect A - 3 BR Apt
S675 + util.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
12 month leases starting May 2008
1204 E Wooster SI - 4 BR House
SI440 * util
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
S945 * util
613 5th-3 BR House
$795 ♦ util.
609 5th - 3 BR House
S900 . util.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bedrm 404 1/2 S College S675
per mo. plus utilities AC. WD
Avail Aug (419)352-6948
3 84 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close to campus S downtown
419-308-2456

Auto Detailer
We are looking for
^B
<t dedicated Individual
for our auto body detail
department. Dudes include
reconditioning both new 8.
used automobiles.
This position Is part-time.
Mon-Thurs. evenings and
all day Saturday.
Must have valid drivers license
and clean driving record.
Please call 419-352-2553 to
request an application or
come in and apply to:

it
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$5.00 Meal
Includes entree and drink
Offer Valid 3/11/08
(NOT VALID W/ OTHER OFFERS)

MEXICAN GRILL
419.353.7200

Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

For Rent

Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M-F
www.bgapartments.com

1.2.3 Bdrm units avail immediately
also May & August '08. 1 yr lease
5th St or closer to campus.
Pets considered. (419)409-1110

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2M - F
www bgapartments com

426 E Wooster. Lg 1 bdrm apt
Avail Fall. S475/mo . util's included
419-352-5882.

129 S. Main St.

For Rent

For Rent

" 07-08 S.Y MUST RENT
321 E Merry A 4-5 bedrms
729 4th St 4 BDRM C/A W/D.
307 5 REED 3 BDRM W/D GAR
Rooms low as $225.00
See CartyRentals.com
S5WEB/call 419-353-0325

Bowling Green

Pel Friendly*
Free Heat! Free Water!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715
Subleaser needed! May -Aug Furn
room, private bathrm.. free internet &
cable $309 mo Copper Beech Call
440-821-6420

PART-TIME TEMPORARY POSITION

City of Bowling Green
— Concession Manager —
Starting Pay-$10.50 per hour
The City of Bowling Green Parks and Recreation Department is seeking a mature
Individual to manage our three concession areas (Carter Park, Pool and moDile
trailer). Responsible for training, scheduling and supervising staff, inventory
management, purchasing, communicating with vendors, compliance with
health and safety regulations, operation and cleaning of concession machinery,
depositing cash receipts and preparation of necessary reports and customer service.
This position reauires a flexible schedule Including evenings and weekends through August

8 I - I- R VATIONS

419-353-2277

Must be at lea»t 19 years of age with training and/or experience In management,
retail sales and working with the public; strong math skills; ability to supervise
others; demonstrated dependability and sound |udgment skills.
Must possess a valid Ohio driver's license and have or be willing
to acquire Red Cross First Aid/CPR certification.
Applications accepted from 8.00 a m to 4:30 p m at the City of Bowling Green
Personnel Department located at 304 N. Church St., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
A resume must De turned in with the application. Phone: (419) 354-6229.
WeD www bgohlo.org. Email: BGPersonneKii>bgohlo.org. AA/EEO

PART TIME SEASONAL POSITIONS

City of Bowling Green
Family Aquatics Complex
Pay Range $7.00-$l 1.00 per hour

1" I South Main Street
Bowling Green

PART-TIME TEMPORARY POSITION

City of Bowling Green
— Program Supervisor-Sports — .
Starting Pay-$8.50 per hour

The Bowling Green Family Aquatics Complex
is seeking qualified, dependable individuals
to join its seasonal, summer staff
In the following classifications:
Assistant Aquatics Managers
Swim Program Director
Lifeguards
Senior Lifeguards
Swim Instructors
WSI Instructors
Aquatic Attendants
Aquatic Attendants/Cashiers
These are part-time, temporary positions without fringe benefits.
Must be able to work flexible schedule through August
including evenings and weekends.
Work hours are sub)ect to change.
interested persons must complete an application that is
available in the City of Bowling Gieen's Personnel Department,
304 N. Church Street, Bowling Green, Ohio, 43402-2399,
Mon-Fri8:00am to4:30p.m. Telephone: (419)354-6229.
web www.bgohlo.org. email: BGPersonneka>bgohlo.org
interviews and hiring will begin In April however
applications will be accepted through June 6, 2008

The Bowling Green Parks and Recreation Department is seeking a Program Supervisor
Spoils. This is a temporary, hourly position without fringe benefits beginning in the spring
and continuing through the summer. Employee will be expected to work a varied
schedule between 20-40 hours per week including evenings ond weekends.
There are no "vacations" or "long weekends"; please apply only it you will
be available foi the entite appointment.

Responsibilities Include supervising all summer youth sports Including
youth Softball and Start Smart sport programs; assisting in day-to-day operations of
Carter Park Softball complex and sand volleyball leagues; assisting with office duties,
preparing schedules and reports and all other duties assigned by Sports Specialist.
Hours will vary by assignment. Applicants must be at least 18 years of ago with
experience In recreation or sports management fields; degree or working toward
a degree in one of these fields or a related field preferred. Must have ability to organize
and supervise people of diverse backgrounds; must have excellent written, oral,
and computer skills, must have demonstrated ability to work In a public agency
and have or be willing to obtain Red Cross First Ald/CPR certification.

Applications accepted from 8:00 a m to 4 30 p.m at the City of Bowling Green
Personnel Deportment locatea at 304 N. Church St., Bowling Green. Ohio 43402.
A resume must be turned In with the application. Phone: (419) 354-6229
Web: www.bgohlo.org. Email: BGPersonnekiiOgohlo.org AA/EEO
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Crafting in the Night
Contact Tables @ 5 p.m.

lame That Tune
lack Swamp Pub <°~ 8 p.m
Monday Night Trivia
Mack Swamp Pub @ 9 p.m.

ATTENTION SPRING GRADUATES!
Pub Unplugged: Luke James

1?
fin. Lose, or Draw
Black Swamp Pub @ 8 p.m.
h24
Monday Night Trivia
Black Swamp Pub @ 9 p.m.

26
Beer Tasting: Stouts & Port
Black Swamp Pub @ 5:30 p.m.

Bowling Green State University
Multi-Purpose Room

Open CoMIC Night
Black Swamp Pub @ 9 p.n

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Ch 31
lone
lack Swamp Pub @ 9 p;

Tuesday, April 8, 2008
10:00 am-7:00 pm

at the Information Center

Wednesday, April 9, 2008
10:00 am-5:00 pm

^

Caps and Gowns • Ticket Distribution
Personalized Graduation Announcements Printed While You Wait
Class Ring Representatives
The Key Yearbook • Diploma Frames
Graduation Keepsakes and So Much Morel

SSfcfiNiMiie^
o
Personalized Koozies
& Buttons

Other organizations and services will be represented at the fair.

(ZverutJtina uau need ta make uoue qaaauatian niemaeaoLe.

Wednesday. March 12*
Crafting »t*rt» 0 5 pm
(While supplies last)

-

UNIVERSITY

Can't attend? Visit us online!

x

bookstore

©The Bowen Thompson Student Union
Contact Tables
(next to IK« Information Center)

http://bookstore.bgsu.edu

Come jom our "Crofter* in the Night" to create
your very own fWU Irish Koozie and your very own
St Patty's Day Button'

i
C >»e tarring Gr<*n '-me Ur.v*My

*■

'■

JLL

' i

tlavu a fun & §aj£ §t. Patrick's Day!
■issMtk

Planning Hat ¥ear<
Event or Banquet?
Contact Catering Services to handle
the food details!
Contact us at
419-372-6951
r

www.pertoria.coni

rVendys in the Student Union open until 2am!
1504 E. Wooster St & 1094 S. Main St
Pick-up windows open til 1 am

su

DINING SERVICES

(BCBttyQaOLT JO^jTJD ID®ffl(ll
Get your friends, roommates, dorm floor, pledge
ige ciass,
class,
or whomever 1to play
%jf

stamper's
Mail&capicenter
• 5 t Copies
• High-speed printing
• Lamination
Thesis and Dissertation Bookbinding
• Multi-color printing
• Photo scanning
• Flyers, table tents, Invites
• Bindery Services
• Stamps
• Money Orders I
• Mail Services

419-3752-9633

FALCON FEUDl
Start talking with!
h friends to
« get your team togethJPNOWl
Ra^tetmtlon «t tin Irrformitloft Cjrrttr
* 5 members to a team*

BG's version of Family Feud

"Every Player gets a T-shirt"
RAND PRIZE $ 250 In Gift Cards!!*

< i mini! tc lln- I «il*« n*\ Sest
tin i^SgjA Hn-iK VIM II |<»
jgJratGnBsResgistratlon has already started!!

•vww.bosu.edu/stampers

I

' *
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